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Definition of Terms
CD-ROM: Abbreviation for compact disc-read-only memory.
CMM: Acronym for Color Management Module; a data processor, used in the color
management system, to perform the color conversion.
CMS: Short for ColorManagement System.
CMYK: Abbreviation for colors cyan, magenta, yellow, and black (the K also stands for
key, meaning black).
ColorMatch RGB: An RGB working color space in Adobe PhotoShop. This space is
defined by Radius that matches the native color space of their Pressview monitors.
ICC: International Color Consortium, an internationally accredited committee that sets
standards for color profiles.
LVT: Light Value Technology. Film recorder technology that uses electronically man
aged "light
values"
to expose either film or print material.
RGB color space: Any color expressed in RGB space is some mixture of three primary
colors: red, green, and blue.
SWOP: Acronym for Specification for Web Offset Publications; a set of color
Xlll
Separation, color proofing and color printing specifications to ensure consistent and uni
form color reproduction for magazine production.
sRGB: An RGB working color space in Adobe PhotoShop. This color space is endorsed
by a wide variety of hardware and software manufacturers and is becoming the default
color space for many scanners, low-end printers, and software applications.
Workflow: In any production environment, all stages through which a project or job
must pass until it is completed. Workflow also refers to the physical set up of equipment
and resources used to complete a project.
RGB printer: A digital printer which accepts RGB image file whereby RGB data is con
verted to the printer color space (e.g. CMYK or more than CMYK) in the printer.
CMYK printer: A digital printer which accepts CMYK image file whereby the color
data had been converted to CMYK or more than CMYK beforehand.
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Abstract
An RGB (red, green, and blue color information) workflow is used in digital photo
graphy today because a lot of the devices digital cameras, scanners, monitors, image
recorders (LVT or Light Value Technology), and some types of printers are based on
RGB color information. In addition, rapidly growing new media such as the Internet and
CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read-Only Memory) publishing use an RGB -based monitor
as the output device. Because color is device-dependent, each device has a different
method of representing color information. Each has a different range of color they can
reproduce. Most of the time, the range of color, color gamut, that devices can produce is
smaller than that of the original capturing device. As a result, a color image reproduction
does not match accurately with its original.
Therefore, in typical color image reproduction, the task ofmatching a color image
reproduction with its original is a significant problem that operators must overcome to
achieve good quality color image reproduction. Generally, there are two approaches to
conquer these problems. The first method is trial-and-error in the legacy-based system.
This method is effective in a pair-wise working environment and highly depended on a
skill operator. The second method is the ICC-based (ICC or International Color
Consortium) color management system (CMS) which is more practical in the multiple
devices working environment.
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Using the right method leads to the higher efficiency of a digital photography produc
tion. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis project is to verify that ICC-based CMS with
an RGB workflow has higher efficiency (better utilized of resource and capacity) than a
legacy-based traditional color reproduction workflow. In this study, the RGB workflows
from digital cameras to RGB digital printers were used because of the increasing num
ber of digital camera users and the advantages of using an RGB workflow in digital pho
tography.
There were two experimental image reproduction workflows the legacy-based system
and the ICC-based color management system. Both of them used the same raw RGB
images that were captured from digital cameras as their input files. The color images
were modified with two different color matching methods according to each workflow.
Then, they were printed out to two RGB digital printers. Twenty observers were asked
to evaluate the picture quality as well as the reproduction quality.
The results demonstrated that the two workflows had the ability to produce an accept
able picture quality reproduction. For reproduction quality aspect, the reproductions of
the ICC-based CMS workflow had higher reproduction quality than the legacy-based
workflow. In addition, when the time usage of the workflow was taken into account, it
showed that the ICC-based CMS had higher efficiency than the legacy-based system.
However, many times, image production jobs do not start with optimum quality raw
images as in this study; for example, they are under/over exposure or have some
defects. These images need some retouching work or fine adjustment to improve their
quality. In these cases, the ICC-based CMS with skilled operators can be implemented
XVI




In digital photography, digital cameras have been used more and more by both amateur
and professional photographers because there are some advantages over film-based pho
tography. For example, they save an enormous amount of
time,1
use less media material,
and use no chemicals in image processing.
In professional digital photography, there are two major types of digital cameras
depending on the nature of the photography work. The first group is the large and medi
um format cameras with digital camera backs. It is used mostly for still-life photography
or studio work. This group usually uses software for adjusting exposure and color bal
ance before an image is captured. As a result, it has good control over the tonality and
color of the image depending on its lighting condition. The other group is the 35mm
camera body with a digital camera back. This group usually has less control over the
tonality and color of the image before image captured. Lighting conditions have a
tremendous effect on the color appearance of an image because the software does not
have much pre-capture control. Its software is basically used for acquiring the image file
after the exposure is already made. For some cameras, users can select white balance for
the scene that is suitable for different lighting conditions: daylight, flash, fluorescent, or
tungsten. This type of digital camera is used mostly in newspaper, fashion, catalogue,
and on-location shooting. Usually, the raw file captured with a digital camera is printed
to a digital printer in order to make a hard copy reproduction.
Background and Significance
As any other color image reproductions, in an RGB workflow of the digital photo
graphy, an operator has to overcome the problem of the image qualities; low picture
quality and inaccurate of color image reproduction.
In general, there are two methods legacy-based and ICC-based CMS workflows
used to achieve the good color image reproduction. In the legacy-based, an RGB based
digital photography, from a digital camera to a digital printer, can be described in five
major steps. First, (1) a scene is captured with a digital camera. Second, (2) using digital
camera acquiring software, the file is downloaded to a computer hard disk and opened
into an image editing application. Third, (3) a skilled user optimizes an image for the
final output. The user also adjusts tonality, corrects color, and applies the unsharp mask
ing filter. The next step (4) is to print the RGB color mode image file to an RGB-based
printer; the RGB color information is converted to CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black) color information by the printer itself. After the first print is viewed and consid
ered by the user, (5) the further image adjustments are necessary in order to produce an
acceptable color image reproduction. As a result, the legacy-based workflow has some
disadvantages and limitations. For instance, it is highly depended on a skill operator. It
takes iterations in order to achieve a good quality reproduction. Moreover, usually, the
image adjusted for one particular printer is not able to produce a good quality reproduc
tion from other printers. An operator needs to adjust image differently according to each
single device.
The second method, ICC-based workflow requires five major steps. First, device profiles
are created (1). All devices are calibrated (2). Then, (3) devices stabilities are verified.
Next, (4) an image file is rendered by using input and output profiles, selected CMM
(color management module) engine, and suitable rendering intent. Finally, (5) the color
managed image is printed to the destination printer. In this workflow, some amount of
time is invested in the first three steps: device profiling, device calibration, and device
stability verification. An operator with good color management knowledge is necessary.
However, the ICC-based workflow has the ability to produce good quality color image
reproductions within the first print out. Normally, the iteration is not necessary. It also
has the higher possibility to produce better agreement when an image is printed to two
different printers.
The ICC-based CMS is now supported by many hardware and software vendors since
the International Color Consortium was established in 1993 by eight industry vendors
Adobe, Agfa, Apple, Kodak, Microsoft, Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems, and
Taligent. The purposes are to create, promote and encourage the standardization and
evolution of an open, vendor-neutral, cross-platform color management system architec
ture and components. ICC profiles are the foundation of today's color management solu
tions.2
Reasons for Interest
The topic of this study is "A study of the color management implementation on the
RGB-based digital imaging workflow: digital camera to RGB printers
"
The reasons for interest in this topic are as follow:
1 .The increasing number of digital camera users
The digital camera is used in both amateur and professional photography. The number
of digital camera users is increasing very quickly. Among many types of digital cameras,
the 35 mm format with one-exposure digital camera is used by the biggest group of
users. Therefore, the development of this type of camera is very fast. Its quality is get
ting better everyday while the price is more affordable. In fact, the 35mm format with
one-exposure digital camera can be categorized into two groups: amateur and profes
sional digital cameras. In this study, both amateur and professional 35 mm digital cam
era are used as the input devices.
2.The advantages of an RGB workflow
An RGB workflow is practical in many digital photography workflows because many
devices in digital photography production are based on RGB color space. There are also
some other advantages such as the small file size and the fairly large color gamut. These
two qualities benefit the time usage of the production and the image archiving.
3.The ICC-based color management solution
In any color image productions, the goals are to achieve good quality color image repro
ductions with the highest efficiency of the workflow. The legacy-based traditional color
image reproduction is one of the methods used for reaching these goals. However, there
is the other method, the ICC-based color management the newer method which is
now supported by most desktop publishing software and hardware. The ICC-based
method has the ability to produce a good quality color image reproduction: acceptable
picture quality and good reproduction quality with the higher efficiency of color image
production when a user has a good understanding of color management system and then
properly implements the ICC-based CMS to a production.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to answer the following questions:
1) Does the ICC-based method achieve pleasing color image reproduction better than a
legacy-based method?
2) Does the ICC-based method achieve accurate color image reproduction better than a
legacy-based method?
3) Is the ICC-based method more efficient than a legacy-based method?
Chapter One Endnotes
1
Keith Hevenor, "Digital Photography in
focus"
Electronic Publishing March 2000, 28
^
International Color Consortium, Color management: Current Practice and The adop
tation ofa new standard [online] (N.D.) Available: http://www.color.org/wpaperl.html,
[July 20, 2000]
Chapter Two
Theoretical basis of the study
Legacy system
In the early days of color publishing, a workflow in the traditional color reproduction or
the legacy system was highly depended on a skill prepress operator and high-end
proprietary solution. The workflow usually started by scanning an image directly into
the CMYK color mode. The CMYK scanned image was adjusted for a particular output
device and its condition by following a basic set of that specific output device's parame
ters. The additional color correction was adjusted by a skill user. The trial-and-error
method was regularly used in traditional color reproduction. Today, a pair-wise color
system (from one input device to one specific output device) is not practical in many
desktop publishing workflows because the design and production workflow is no longer
confined to a single working environment. Instead, a scanned image or an input file
should be able to be effectively used for multiple output devices or media such as a
printing press, the Internet, and CD-ROM publishing at the best possible quality. For
desktop color reproduction, this multi-device system has been more practical than the
legacy-based system because multiple input and output devices are typical in most
desktop publishing workflows today.
ICC-based color management
Different devices reproduce color differently. As a result, in today's desktop publishing,
"matching
color"
is always one of the significant problems that needs to be effectively
managed. One of the solutions for this problem is color management system. Color
management is "a scientific approach to matching color of the original (film, print,
painting, digital illustration, and so on) to the colors visible on the computer monitor,
then to the proof, and ultimately to the printed
page."l
Generally, there are two major
models of color management: the ICC color management model and the PostScript
color management model. In the PostScript model, color conversion is performed in the
output device. The basic concept of the process is as follows:
Adobe's Level 2 PostScript language has already implemented much of the
device-independent features of ICC color management. The PostScript model
achieves device-to-device color management by converting RGB to CMYK
when printing, rather than at some prior point. It uses the CIEXYZ color space
as a reference color space. It also uses a Color Space Array (CSA) which is anal
ogous to an ICC source profile, and a Color Rendering Dictionary, which is the
PostScript version of an output profile. 2
For the ICC color management model, the International Color Consortium was formed
by eight computer and graphic arts industry vendors. They established color standards
that would help users achieve reliable and reproducible color throughout the entire
reproduction process. The ICC-based color management uses a device-independent color
space as a reference color space. A device profile that defines the characteristics of a
device and its state is used by the color management module (CMM) for transformation.
Generally, calibration, device stability verification, characterization, and conversion are
the important steps in CMS.
Calibration
Device calibration must take place before the characterization, and then conversion
steps. These calibration processes are performed differently depending on the type of
device. However, there are four basic steps in the device calibration procedure.
The calibration procedure depends on the device in question,
but general steps are:
1. Establish the variables to be calibrated.
2. Capture or output the test image.
3. Evaluate the results.
4. Adjust the device accordingly. 3
Device stability verification
Generally, most new devices in graphic arts from manufacture have been tested about
their stability. However, the stability of a device can be decreased over a period of time.
The condition of device is directly affected to its stability. The device stability verifica
tion is necessary for the ICC color management system. Because if a device is not
stable, the users will not be able to achieve the good quality reproduction by using ICC-
based color management, (see appendixHfor the detail about devices stability testing)
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Characterization
After all the devices in a workflow are ensured to established conditions and are consis
tent, their behavior are described by characterization or the profiling process. Although
there are three basic steps of device characterization procedure, the profiling procedures
for each type of device input, display (monitor), and output are different accord
ing to type of device.
Creating or adjusting a profile for a color device involves the following steps:
1 . Capture (input device) or print (output device) a reference image containing
color patches with the known values.
2. Record the color values that are produced by the device.
3. Create device profile which links device data together 4
More specifically, a scanner profile generally can be generated by scanning the IT8.7
(Q60) color target. Both reflective (IT8.7/2) and transmissive (IT8.7/1) targets are used
to accommodate all types of photographic media. For digital camera profiling, both the
Macbeth ColorChecker and the IT8 color targets can be used. The target is captured
under the same lighting condition that will be used in the real scene. The digital RGB
values of the captured or scanned target is translated to CIEXYZ or CIELAB values by
a profiling software. The reference target data is supplied by the manufacturer of the tar
gets. Then, these two data sets (a scanned or captured target data and the target reference
data) are used by profiling software to create an input device profile.
For monitor profiling, after a monitor is set to a standard RGB color balance (white
point) and a numerically measured contrast (gamma) in the calibration process, the
11
monitor is normally profiled by displaying a set of red, green, and blue patches on a
CRT screen. These patches are measured with a colorimeter or spectrophotometer.
Profiling software calculates the relationship between the measured CIELAB and the
RGB digital data count of each color patch. The result of the calculation is then used to
create the monitor profile that correlates CIE data to a specific white point and gamma.
For printer characterization, a color target such as the IT8.7/3 (standard target for
CMYK output device) color target, or a profiling software target such as the Kodak
ColorFlow Profile Editor, RIT Profile 80, and Linotype CPS PrintOpen ICC, is output to
a printer. The printed target is then measured with a spectrophotometer; the measured
data, usually CIELAB, is used by the profiling software to create the printer profile that
is specific to the specified printing conditions: dot gain, screen frequency, ink set, and
media type. UCR/GCR, maximum black, and other printing options can be set with the
profiling software. An RGB printer profile can be created with the same procedure as an
CMYK output device. But, the RGB target is created to particularly use for an RGB
printer. In Kodak Colorflow ProfileEditor, the target for RGB printer is look similar to
the target for the CMYK printer, but the number of color patches is less than the CMYK
target. Therefore, it takes slightly less time to create profile for RGB printer than an
CMYK printer. A device profile is a set of data that describes various color characteris
tics of a particular output within specific set of condition. In other words, a profile pro
vides the necessary information such as white point, black point, and maximum densi
ties of red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow.
Conversion
"Color conversion is the a process of converting colors from one color space to anoth-
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er."5 The transformation can be performed by using device-independent CIE-based color
space as a connection between source and destination devices. The conversion of the
color consists of three components device profiles, Color Management Module
(CMM) engine, and rendering intent. Then, a CMM engine uses this information to con
vert and match the color from one color space to the other color space. In addition to the
CMM engine, the transformation is also affected by the choice of rendering intents
the approach taken when a CMM maps or translates the colors of an image to the color
gamut of the destination device.












Because color gamut of different device are different, and the destination device's color
gamut are usually smaller than their source color gamut. Therefore, the gamut compres
sion is necessary. However, different type of images or final usage of reproductions need
different types of color rendering intent. There are three common rendering intents
(A) perceptual, (B) saturation, and (C) colorimetric.
A. Perceptual: Compress the total gamut from one device's color space into
another device's color space when one or more colors in the original image is out
of the gamut of the destination color space. This preserves the visual relationship
between colors by shrinking the entire color space and desaturated and lighten
13
all colors (including those that were in the gamut).
B. Saturation: Reproduce the original image color saturation (vividness) when
converting into the target device's color space. In this approach, the relative satu
ration of colors is maintained from gamut to gamut. This color intent is primarily
designed for business graphics, where the exact relationship between color (such
as in the photographic image) is not as important as bright saturated colors.
C. Colorimetric: Relative and Absolute Colorimetric
Relative Colorimetric: Colors are mapped to the closest possible color within the
target color space. Only the colors that fall outside of the destination gamut are
clipped.
Absolute Colorimetric: Colors match exactly with no adjustment made for white
point or black point that would alter the images brightness. Absolute colorimetric
is valuable for rendering logo color, those colors that are highly identified with a
commercial product such as the yellow used by the Eastman Kodak Company, or
the red used by the Coca-Cola Company.
7
ICC-based Color ManagementWorkflow
Generally, a workflow starts with an image data file, RGB or CMYK, that has been
scanned or captured from a scanner or digital camera. With the ICC source profiles, this
input file is converted to CIELAB color information in PCS (profile connection color
space). The selected CMM engine and rendering intent are also important factors in the
transformation. Then, the CIELAB color information is converted to the destination
14
color mode by using destination color profiles. In practice, color reproduction work
flows can be simple or very complicated. Each workflow is unique depending on its
work conditions, types of jobs, client expectations, and so on. Some workflows are
heavily in an RGB color space such as Internet and CD-ROM publishing; some start
with a CMYK color space right at the beginning of the workflows, commonly in con
ventional printing. And many workflows start with an RGB and end with a CMYK color
space. Users always have many ofways for implementing ICC-based CMS into their
workflow. Some vendors e.g., Agfa, Apple, Heidelberg, Kodak, and Scitex provide
CMM engines. Many of these vendors also provide standard profiles for their devices as
well. For some intensive color reproduction users, a custom profile of a device (scanner,
digital camera, monitor, and printer) can be created with several profiling softwares such
as Colorflow ProfileEditor from Kodak, ColorTune from Agfa, ColorSynergy from
Candela, MonacoCOLOR fromMonaco System, Optical from Color Vision, and
ProfileMaker from GretagMacbeth.
Digital Photography
In general, a digital image (photograph) can be captured by two methods with a digi
tal camera or a scanner. The term "digital
photography"
can be used for various mean
ings. People use and understand "digital
photography"
differently according to their area
of interest. The term, "digital
photography"
is used to describe the following cases:
When photographs are taken without using film, using a digital camera.
When existing images, on film or photographic paper, are scanned to create
digital image data.
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When the digital image data is processed on a computer.
When some type of hard copy output is generated from the final digital image
data. The hard copy can be an offset print, a color film recording, an ink jet
print, or some other format.
8
The two major types of input devices for digital photography are scanners and digital
cameras. For this study, digital photography is concentrated on images captured by a
digital camera. In 1981, a still video camera introduced by Sony Corporation was actual
ly the first camera to capture a digital image. It used a CMOS (Metal Oxide Silicon
Charge Couple Device) to capture an image on video (NTSC). In the early 90's, the first
digital cameras were introduced the Kodak DCS camera, the A.P. digital camera, and
the Apple QuickTake. Currently, digital camera technology relies on CCD technology
because most of the digital cameras use a CCD as the light sensitive sensor to capture
color image information.
A CCD consists of an array of tiny electrodes packed closely together on a layer
of silicon. When a photon strikes an electrode it causes an electron to be emitted
from the silicon layer. Like an airline baggage conveyer, the electrons are
"tagged"
with their position an transmitted along pathways to an analog-to-digi
tal converter (ADC), where voltage for each pixel is measured and given a digital
value. The tagging of the electrons to the location of individual pixel is called
charge-coupling.
9
Digital cameras have been improved along with the CCD technology which is higher
quality and lower cost. There are two major types of CCD arrays used as an image
sen-
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sor in digital cameras: area array CCDs and linear array CCDs. "The AreaArray CCD
comes in two flavors: a Full Spectrum Area Array or a Dye Filter Area Array. The
LinearArray CCD is either a Linear Array 3-pass CCD or a TrilinearArray 1-pass
CCD." 10
Figure 2. Example of professional digital cameras and image sensors in the market today
4x5 camera with area CCD digital back




35mm camera digital back
medium format cameras with digital back
Professional large and medium format digital camera
Most professional medium and large format digital cameras can produce high quality
images because their image sensors contain a high number of good quality CCDs. They
also have software for adjusting image tonality and correcting color during shooting. If
the display or CRT monitor provides accurate soft-proofing, they will produce very good
quality color image. Depending on their capturing mechanism, some cameras with lin
ear and trilinear array CCDs require a flicker-free or high frequency continuous light
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source. For example, Dicomed and Better Light scanned back use a tri-linear CCD with
one long exposure. Some cameras such as MegaVision T2 and Scitex leaf DCBII use
three short-exposure system with an area CCD with an RGB filter wheel in front of it.
These cameras are suitable for still-life shooting. Some that use an area CCD array with
single shot are appropriate for fashion shooting. For most large and medium format
highend digital camera backs, the color image dynamic range is usually based on 14-bit
per pixel per channel color information.
Usually, digital camera backs are attached to medium or large format cameras such as
Hasselblad, Rollei, Sinar, Area-Swiss, Linhof, and others. The well-known vendors of
this type of camera back are Area-Swiss, Better Light, Dicomed, Foveon, Jenoptik,
Kaiser, Leica, MegaVision, Phase One, Scitex/Leaf, Sinar/Bron, and Sony. The image
information or optical resolution from this type of camera can be as high as
8,000 x 10,660 pixels or about 240 MB file size. Their prices range from about $1 1,000
to 60,000. This is considered expensive for the first investment because they usually
require some additional accessories or a specific type of studio lighting. Some new mod
els of this large format digital camera are designed for on-location shooting; they have
smaller and lighter equipment and accessories.
Professional 35 mm digital camera
Generally, the professional 35mm digital camera is designed for field shooting such as
fashion and photojournalism. A few of them use a prism to split white light into three
beam of red, green, and blue. Three CCD areas are use in this kind of design. However,
most of 35mm digital cameras use an area CCD with one short-exposure (single-array
system). They can capture an image faster than the linear array CCD digital camera.
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Light source is also more flexible. In general, the CCD area in this type of camera is
covered with red, green, and blue filters; it is called an RGB mosaic CCD. After the
voltages are measured and converted from analog to digital with the A/D (analog to dig
ital) converter, these converted digital values are translated into specific numbers that
correspond to a know color space. The area array CCD is the most common used in dig
ital camera today.
Figure 3. Area CCD array image sensor with RGB filter
n
Each pixel of a color digital image must have red, green, and blue color information in
order to represent a full-color image. With an area RGB mosaic CCD, each pixel of the
original captured image contains information for only one color. In the whole image
area, one-fourth of the pixels carry the red information, one-fourth of the pixels carry
the blue information, and two-fourth of them carry the green information. Most of
image sensors are designed to have higher information of green because our eyes are
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sitive to green light than to red or blue. From this information, the camera software mea
sures and averages the color values from all pixel locations. The software performs the
color interpolation by estimating the missing color information for all the pixels in the
image.
The image information is usually stored onto a removable cards such as PCMCIA,
com-
pactflash, and smartmedia cards. The image information or optical resolution can be as
high as 3,040 x 2,016 pixels or 18 MB file size for the very high-end models. The color
image dynamic range is usually based on 8-bit color information. For some highend
models, the 12-bit color information is one of their common features. Their price range
is from about $4,000 to $30,000. There are several well-known vendors of this type of
camera Canon, Fuji, Kodak, Nikon, Minolta, Olympus, Polaroid, and Sony.
Point-and-shoot digital camera
With the biggest market, this type of camera has seen the fastest improvement. As the
result, the quality is getting better, and the price is dropping everyday. Most of them use
the area CCD array with one short-exposure technology. Some of them use CMOS tech
nology. The color image dynamic range is usually based on 8-bit color information.
Unlike the professional level cameras, their lenses are not interchangeable and the flash
es are usually built-in. View-finders are not the real view through the lens. This type of
digital cameras varies in the CCD quality and resolution. For some entry-level cameras,
the image is only good for viewing on a monitor. With higher level cameras, the images
have enough information for good quality printout. They range in price from about $100
to $2,000. There are several manufacturers in the market such as Agfa, Apple, Canon,
Kodak, Nikon, Olympus, and others.
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Two digital cameras used in this study
AP NC2000e
This camera was meant to use in photo journalism or newspaper work. It has Kodak's
CCD, area array CCD with RGB filters, for capturing images at 1.3 million pixels per
image. It has Nikon (N90s) camera body, burst rate of 2.5 fps (frame per second), ISO
200-1600. Lens are interchangeable. It uses PCMCIA card as image storage. For down
loading image, software are supported by using PhotoShop Plug-in and Twain Acquire.
Kodak DC290
This camera is the zoom digital camera. Its CCD type is area array CCD with RGB fil
ters. The sensor dimension is 1901x1212 pixel CCD, and its captured image has 24-bit
RGB color information. The captured image resolution is about 2. 1 millions pixel for
the highest image quality setting. It has four image quality settings uncompressed,
best, better, and good. The uncompressed setting produced the highest resolution image
with the TD?F. The other three setting give the JPEG with three different compression
ration. It has the zoom lens 38mm to 115mm, built-in flash with various flash setting. It
uses the Kodak compact flash card as the images storage.
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Table 1. Example of digital cameras in the market.
digital cameras and their s ^education
Vender Model Resolution CCD array Image Storage
Large format
Better light 8000 8000x10,600 trilinear Hard drive
Dicomed BigShot 4000 4096x4096 trilinear Tethered
Megavistion T2 2048x2048 area N/A
Phase One PowerPhaseFX 10,500x12,600 trilinear Tethered
Scitexfleaf Volare 2048x3072 area Tethered
Sinar Sinar back23 2000x3000 area N/A
Medium format
Megavistion S2 2,048x2,048 area Hard drive
Phase One LightPhase 2,032x3,056 area Tethered
Scitex/leaf Cantare 2048x3072 area Tethered
35mm/pro
Fuji FinePixSlPro 3040x2016 area Smartmedia
Kodak DCS660 3040x2008 area PC Card
Nikon Dl 2000x1312 area Compactflash
Minolta RD-3000 1984x1360 area Compactflash
35mm
point-and-shoot
Canon PowerShotSlOO 1600x1200 area Compactflash
Fuji MX-2900 1800x1200 area Smartmedia
Leica Digilux 1280x960 area Smartmedia
Kodak DC290 1901x1212 area Compactflash
Polaroid PhotoMAX 1152x864 area Compactflash
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Digital Printing Process
For digital printer in the market today, there are four categories of digital printing
process based on image-rendering mechanism: silver halide, thermal, ink jet, and elec
trostatic.12
Silver halideprinting process
Silver halide has been used in photographic process from the early day of photography.
Now, digital printer using silver halide media has been developed to use in electronic
photography. There are two processes: direct process and indirect process. The direct
process is commonly use in film recorder; the devices manufactured by LVT. The photo
graphic media such as film or paper is wrapped around the spinning drum. The laser
beams of light through tiny electronic light valves that modulate the intensity of the light
is use to expose the media in order to create an latent image which later is developed
and fixed. In the indirect process used in some digital color printers, the digital printer
digitally expose a silver halide-based donor material that contains a layer of developer
beneath the silver halide layers. The exposed donor is then moistened with water and
pressed into contact with a receiver sheet where it is fixed. Then, they are peeled apart,
and donor is discarded.13
For this study, Fuji Pictrography 3000, one of the two digital printers used is based on
this indirect silver halide process. Fuji Pictography use the combination of the silver
halide photographic process, the LD exposure, and thermal development and transfer as
its printing process. There are four steps in this printing process. First, the printer uses
laser diode to expose the photosensitive donor sheet at levels corresponding to the input
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image data. Second, it moistens and heats the donor, and then it transfers the dye image
on to the receiving paper with the heat and pressure. Last, the receiving paper with the
transfer dyes is peeled off from the donor sheet. The resolution of an image can vary
from 155, 267, 320, to 400 dpi. It has the closed-loop color calibration system to main
tain the consistency of the color over time or between print jobs. It produces photo qual
ity print. Available media types are glossy/matt surface papers and transparencies. It's
printing time is about two minutes for one sheet.
Thermalprinting process
A thermal array is a device comprising a row of tiny heating elements that are individu
ally controllable by a computer. When the array is pressed into contact with a heat sensi
tive material, which is transported past the array, an image can be formed by controlled
firing of the heating elements. Direct thermal, thermal wax transfer, thermal transfer dye
diffusion or dye sublimation, laser thermal transfer are all arrived from the principle of
the thermal printing process. Because the thermal printing processes are slow, they are
not suitable for high-volume work as photo finishing. However, they are good for
low-
volume work such as digital color proofing and second generation artwork.
Inkjetprinting process
In general, there are two types of ink jet: continuous-flow and drop-on-demand ink jet
printing. A type of nonimpact printing process, continuous-flow ink jet printing, used
most frequency in computer output devices, that utilize tiny droplets of highly fluid ink
that are given an electronic charge. During the printing, these droplet are sprayed in con
tinuously toward the substrate, their positions being controlled by oppositely charged
deflection plates, the position of the plate themselves being driven by the printer driver
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and the application from which the printing is being coordinated. The second type is
drop-on-demand; an intermittent system in which decrease bursts of ink are directed at
the proper position on the page by a moving ink jet printing
head.14
For this study, the ink jet digital printer, EPSON Stylus Pro 5000, was used as one of the
two output devices. EPSON Stylus Pro 5000 is one of the professional level ink jet
printers. The printing method is Micro Piezo DX3 drop-on demand ink jet technology
with 6 color ink system including cyan, magenta, yellow, light cyan, light magenta, and
black. There are three resolution print settings 1440 x 720, 720 x 720, and 360 x 360
dpi. It uses Adobe PostScript level 3 as the printer language. A number ofmedia types
can be used for the printer such as plain paper, specialty stock, coated paper, water color
paper, transparencies, and backlight film. As an RGB printer, Epson SP5000, accepts
RGB image and converts the RGB data to the printer color space prior to output.
Electrostatic printing process
In principle, electrostatic processes involve the selective charging of a dielectric surface
by exposure to an electron beam or discharging of a photoconductive surface by expo
sure to light. In either case, the exposure produces a latent image on the surface that will
either attract or repel charge toner particles. The toner can be transported to the media
surface by dry carrier beads or suspended in a liquid
vehicle.15 This imaging system is
commonly used in photocopier and laser printer.
Color Image Quality
Color Image quality can be considered with two aspects: picture quality and
reproduc-
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tion quality. Picture quality is "assessed by the means of visual and subjective
response."16 In other words, how pleasing a color image is. For reproduction quality, it
is assessed in comparison to a reference either visually or by means of
instrumentation."17 Or by comparing with its original, how accuracy a color image
reproduction is.
Image corrections
Good color image reproduction requires image corrections. Two major image correc
tions are tonal correction and color correction. The most important information that an
operator needs to know is which output device an image is adjusted for. The expectation
of customer is also considered.
Color Settings
The tonal and color adjustment will not be completely effective if the color settings are
not properly set. For example, the corrected image after several iterations may look good
for one particular output device used, but it will not rendered the same by other output
devices. Therefore, before the tonal and color adjustment, the color settings of the
Adobe PhotoShop must be set to the appropriate setting according to the image color
information and the devices in a workflow. There are four types of setup under the Color
Settings: (1) RGB Setup, (2) CMYK Setup, (3) Grayscale Setup, and (4) Profile Setup.
In RGB Setup, the RGB working space such as sRGB, Adobe RGB, Apple RGB, CIE
RGB, and ColorMatchRGB are options for users to select the suitable space for their
workflow. (For more information see Adobe PhotoShop 5.0 Help) The Display Using
Monitor Compensation should be checked when users expect to see accurately image
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display on a monitor. Because PhotoShop does on-the-fly conversion from the RGB
working space to the monitor's RGB space. This translation is for display only. The
digital color data of an image does not change. The RGB working space is also used
when an image color mode is converted under image > mode. In addition, this RGB
working space set in RGB Setup will be embedded to an RGB image if the RGB
EmbedProfiles is checked.
For the CMYK Setup, there are three CMYK models: Build-in, ICC, and Tables.
PhotoShop uses the data from CMYK Setup in many situation; for example, translating
RGB, grayscale, Lab image to CMYK, translating CMYK files to RGB, Lab, or
Grayscale, and translating CMYK data to the RGB working space in order to display it
on screen. When users use ICC model in the CMYK Setup, the CMYK space is defined
by choosing a device profile, a render intent, and color engine CMM to perform the con
version. The selected CMYK profile will be embed to a CMYK image, when the
CMYK EmbedProfiles is checked.
In Grayscale Setup, there are two gray scale behavior: RGB and Black Ink. The RGB
behavior is usually used when a grayscale image is only display on RGB device, moni
tor. The Black Ink behavior is usually used when a grayscale image is prepared for
printing. PhotoShop use the Grayscale Setup for image color mode conversion, on
screen display, and embedding profile in a grayscale image.
Profile Setup consists of three parts: Embed profiles, Assumed profiles, and Profile
Mismatch Handling. PhotoShop uses the Profile Setup to handle images with and with




Tone reproduction is "a term that relates the density of every reproduced tone to the cor
responding original
density."18
Therefore, tonal correction affected image contrast,
brightness and darkness, highlight and shadow detail. The tonal correction tools in
Adobe PhotoShop are Histogram, Info palette, Level, and Curve. Histogram provides
overall color information (RGB, CMYK, or any available color mode) of an image. Info
palette provides color image information in any specific area in an image. Level and
Curve tool are used for setting and modify the tone reproduction of an image. For exam
ple, highlight, midtone, and shadow of an image can be set by using either Level or
Curve tool. White point and black point can also be set by these tools.
Color Correction/Adjustment
Color correction includes color balance or neutrality, color accuracy, and saturation. In
Adobe PhotoShop, there are many tools used for color corrections. Different operators
might use different tools to correct the same problems depending on their experiences.
However, in general, an experienced operator gets color information from Info palette
more reliable than the monitor color display. The color balance or neutrality of an image
can be corrected by using Level or Curve tool to modify color information in each chan
nel or to set the neutrality in highlight, midtone, or shadow. Color Balance adjustment
tool is also suitable for correcting an image color balance. Selective Color and Replace
Color are usually used for improving the color accuracy. Hue/Saturation tool is for
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What has been done in this area?
Color managementfor digitalphotography
Kristal J. Honda conducted an experiment on applying a comprehensive color manage
ment technology to a 3-D color image in 1994; this thesis study is entitled Using Color
Management to Automate the Color Reproduction of3-D Image Procured Via a Digital
Camera/3-D Scanner. The experiment followed the three prescribed CMS steps: calibra
tion, characterization, and conversion. A scene of 3-D objects and a Macbeth
ColorChecker was captured using Lumina digital camera. Kodak PCS 100 was used for
creating the profile of this digital camera under the particular lighting condition. The
Kodak Ektacolor Q60-C (reflective target) was used as the input profiling target. The
final reproductions were output to the 3MMatchprint proofing system. The result of the
experiment was negative; the CMS technology can not automatically produce acceptable
color reproduction. With the subjective results demonstrating that the combined criteria
of tone reproduction, gray balance, and pleasing color, the color managed reproduction
were
unacceptable.1
In the study about color management for digital photography by Kristal, the result
showed that the color managed reproduction was unacceptable. It does not imply that
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the color management system does not work with the digital photography today because
the color management technology of both software and hardware have been improved
since the time she conducted the experiment in 1994. In today's desktop publishing,
color management technology is easier to use and it is supported by most major soft
ware and hardware. Moreover, there were some points in her experiment that might be
flawed. First, how well the digital camera profile was created, the Q-60 target used in
the camera profiling had a very glossy surface. If the angle was not perfect parallel to
the camera, it would have a very high possibility to have flare on the target. This would
cause a bad digital camera profile. Second, there was no stability verification for any of
the media and devices that were used in the experiment. Last, two devices profiles she
created were the digital camera and the monitor profiles. The actual hard copy output
device was not been characterized. But the evaluation was judged from the hard copies.
Color managementfor digitalproofing
In 1998, the paper entitled ICC-based CMS & Its ColorMatching Performance by
Robert Y. Chung and Yoshinori Komori, was presented in TAGA Conference. In this
study, "the ICC-based color matching experiments were performed with the use of a
four-color sheetfed offset press, a film based color proofer, and a thermal dye transfer
process."2
They concentrated on "if ICC-based CMS can help an analog color proofer
and a continuous-tone digital color proofer improve its color matching to a reference
press
sheet."3 Three pictorial images were scanned as RGB files then converted to
CMYK before being printed out; these images were used as the reference images for
visual evaluation. The IT 8.7/3 target was also used for quantitative analysis. ColorBlind
was used as the profiling software. This study showed that ICC-based digital proofing
does not perform better than a well calibrated film-based proofing system, in terms of
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quantitative analysis.
However, at that time, the press profiling was a very challenging experiment because
there were many variations in the press run that could have effects on the press profile
and the results. In addition, the document mentioned the sources of error in the digital
workflow such as material instability, device inconsistency, color gamut mismatch
between device, and performance of CMM.
In 1999, C. Joel Chan conducted a study on the performance of ICC-based CMS from
press to digital proofing (CMYK to
CMYK).4
Later, the paper, "Digital Proofing with
ICC
CMS"
by C. Joel Chan, Robert Y. Chung, andWilson Cheung, arrived from C. Joel
Chan's study, was presented in TAGA 2000. "The objective of this study was to investi
gate whether a color management system enabled Epson SC3000, which had sufficiently
large gamut, to simulate the SWOP
color."5 In this study, unlike the earlier study of
Yoshinori Komori, the ANSI CGATS TR 001-1995 Type 1 reference printing condition
information was used as the source data instead of the actual press run; the ICC (source)
profile was a SWOP press profile supplied by Kodak. The Epson SC3000 was the digital
proofer. Kodak ColorFlow ProfileEditor was used for creating the digital proofer profile.
The digital proofer's stability and repeatability had been tested and ensured before the
actual experiment was performed. The colorimetric data (CIELAB) from IT 8.7/3 basic
target (CMYK) printed out from Epson SC3000 and SWOP reference were used to cal
culated the delta Es. The results of this study showed that "a digital proofer with CMS
performs better than without CMS. It is evident that CMS with the current available
technologies does help a sufficiently large gamut digital proofer simulate the SWOP ref
erence (ANSI CGATS TR 001-1995 type 1
printing)."6
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In this study of color management for digital proofing, the media and device stability
verification and others source of error in the earlier study were considered. The stabili
ties of the media and the output device in the experiment were tested and verified.
According to the result of this study, CMS has the ability to better performance of digi
tal proofer.
In summary, all three studies provide useful examples, practical guidelines, and valuable
information in conducting this experiment "A study of the color management imple
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The RGB-based digital photography, from a digital camera to an RGB printer, was used
as an experimental workflow in this study. The two methods legacy-based and ICC-
based workflow were used to achieve both picture quality and reproduction quality of
color image reproductions.
Research Objective
The objective of this thesis project was:
To verify that ICC-based CMS with an RGB workflow has higher efficiency (better uti
lized of resource and capacity) than a legacy-based traditional color reproduction work
flow.
Statement ofHypotheses
The following hypotheses are studied in null form:
HI: There is no difference in the picture quality of reproduction produced between the
ICC-based method and the legacy-based method.
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H2: There is no difference in the reproduction quality of reproduction produced between
the ICC-based method and the legacy-based method.
Experiment Methods
Two experimental workflows
Workflow 1 : Legacy-based workflow
Tone and color adjustments are implemented with an operator's skill in
Adobe PhotoShop.
Workflow 2: ICC-based CMS workflow
Tone and color mapping are implemented with ICC-based color
management in Adobe PhotoShop.
Chapter Five
Methodology
The design of project
The purpose of this thesis project is to verify that ICC-based CMS with an RGB work
flow has higher efficiency (better utilized of resource and capacity) than a legacy-based
traditional color reproduction workflow. The quality of a color image reproduction can
be considered with two aspects: picture quality and reproduction quality. Therefore,
there were two testings: (A) to study about the picture quality of the reproductions (an
acceptable picture quality output) and the time usage of the workflows, and (B) to study
about the reproduction quality (accuracy of a reproduction compared with its original)
and the time usage of the workflows.
Equipment and materials
1. Computer and accessories






2. Input and output devices
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- AP NC2000e (Kodak CCD) digital camera
- Kodak DC290 digital camera
- Fuji Pictrography 3000 printer





- Kodak Colorflow ProfileEditor 2.1.4
- Optical monitor calibration and X-rite DTP92 monitor calibration sensor
- Imagelnfo 1 . 1
Targets and measuring device
- Macbeth ColorChecker
- Gretag Macbeth Spectrolino Spectroscan
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Experiment A: Picture quality
Procedures
1. Image capturing
Four original images were captured by digital cameras (Kodak DC290 and AP
NC2000e). The Macbeth ColorChecker was placed in each scene to use as a profiling
target for each digital camera under different lighting conditions. The two workflows
(legacy-based and ICC-based) used the same set of these four captured images as their
original files. (Test images are shown in appendix J)
Table 2. Four test images used in the experiment A
Images Capturing Device Lighting Condition
Broccoli AP NC2000e Strobe (Studio)
School Bus Kodak DC290 Daylight
Fruit AP NC2000e Strobe (Studio)
7B building Kodak DC290 Daylight
2. Image editing and printing
2. 1 Legacy-based workflow
In Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2, under RGB setup, the sRGB was selected as the RGB
working color space because it was the default setting for RGB based on Apple
ColorSync document. In the RGB setup, the display using monitor compensation
was not selected. After the images were downloaded to the computer, the image file
was opened, the image editing and printing procedures were as follow:
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2.1.2 Unsharp masking filter was applied to the image.
2.1.3 The RGB image file was sent to the Fuji Pictrography 3000.
(See the printing procedures in appendix E) This first printed image was
considered as the initial print (A).
2.1.4 The tonality and color were adjusted and corrected by an experienced user.
2.1.5 The modified RGB image was sent to the Fuji Pictrography 3000.
(See the printing procedures in appendix E)
2.1.6 The further adjustments of tonality and color was needed in order to get the
acceptable quality reproduction. In these adjustments, the earlier printed
image was considered and used as the guide. One to two adjustments were
used depending on the image. Therefore, for each image, two to three
prints were produced in order to get the final reproduction. (B)
2.2 ICC-based workflow
Before image editing and printing, there were three prior tasks: (1) device profiling
(see detail about device profiling by using Kodak ColorFlow ProfileEditor in appen
dix B, C, and D), (2) device calibration, and (3) device stability verification (see
detail about device stability verification in appendix H).
InAdobe PhotoShop 5.0.2, the ColorMatch RGB was selected as the RGB color
setup. Monitor profile (gamma 1.8 and white point D50) was selected as monitor
profile. Display using monitor compensation was selected. In profile setup, all
assumed profiles were selected to
"none."
All of profile mismatch handling were
selected to "ask when
opening."
After the images were downloaded to the computer,
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the image file was opened, the image editing and printing procedures were as follow:





2.2.2 Unsharp masking filter was applied to the image.
2.2.3 Image rendering was performed by using Profile to Profile conversion
Source profile: digital camera profile
Destination profile: Fuji Pictrography 3000 printer profile
Rendering Intent: Perceptual
CMM engine: Kodak
There were four different input profiles for all images because each image
had its own profile. But, for the destination, the only one output profile
was the Fuji Pictrography with its glossy paper because all images printed
to the same printer and with the same specific printer condition.
2.2.4 Modified image was printed to the Fuji Pictrography 3000.
For all four images, the first printed was used as the final reproduction. (C)
(See the printing procedures in appendix E)
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Evaluation for experimentA
The final prints of four images from the two workflows were considered and judged by
twenty viewers who work in the photography, graphic arts, or color image reproduction
related fields. The images were viewed at standard viewing booth, (under a D50 with
neutral surround)
Picture quality evaluation
By showing a set of three prints the initial reproduction from the legacy-based (A),
an final reproduction from the legacy-based workflow (B), and the reproduction from
the ICC-based CMS workflow (C) from the same original image, the viewers were
asked to place the three images in order of their image quality. A set of the three images
was printed from the Fuji Pictrography 3000 printer.
The viewers viewed three output of the same image from the three workflows.
legacy-based legacy-based ICC-based
initial final reproduction * reproduction
(A) (B) (C)
The three reproductions were placed in order of their preferred picture quality
(pleasing).
1 st i ! 2 nd 3 rd
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Experiment B. Reproduction Quality
Procedures
1. Image capturing
Two original images were captured by digital camera (Kodak DC290). The Macbeth
ColorChecker was placed in each scene to use as a profiling target for each digital cam
era under different lighting conditions. The two workflows (legacy-based and ICC-based
CMS) used the same set of these two captured images as their original files.
(Test images are shown in appendix J)
Table 3. Two test images used in the experiment B











In Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2, under RGB setup, the sRGB was selected as the RGB
working color space because it was default setting for RGB based on Apple
ColorSync document. In the RGB setup, the display using monitor compensation
was not selected.
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After the images were downloaded to the computer, the image file was opened, the
image editing and printing procedures were as follow:





2.1.2 Unsharp masking filter was applied to the image.
2.1.3 The tonality and color were adjusted and corrected by an experienced user.
2.1.4 The modified RGB image was send to the Fuji Pictrography 3000.
(See printing procedures detailfor each printer in appendix E)
2.1.5 The further adjustments of tonality and color were needed in order to get
good quality reproduction. For each image, in the process of adjusting
tonality and correcting color, there were three reproductions
initial-
adjustment (A), second-adjustment (B), and third/final-adjustment (C)
made. The initial-adjustment was to set the tonality (shadow, midtone, and
highlight) and color balance. The second-adjustment used the first repro
duction as the guide in order to get the second reproduction matched closer
to the original. The final-adjustment used the second as the guide in order
to get the third reproduction matched closer to the original.
Using the same original image, these five steps were repeated in order to produce a good
quality reproduction from the Epson SP5000 printer. Therefore, there were two repro
ductions of the same original image produced from the two printers: Fuji pictrography
3000 and Epson SP5000.
2.2 ICC-based CMS workflow
Before image editing and printing, there were three prior tasks: (1) device profiling
(see detail about device profiling by using Kodak ColorFlow ProfileEditor in appen-
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dix B, C, and D), (2) device calibration, and (3) device stability verification (see
detail about device stability verification in appendix H).
In Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2, the ColorMatch RGB was selected as the RGB color
setup. Monitor profile (gamma 1.8 and white point D50) was selected as monitor
profile. The display using monitor compensation was selected. In profile setup, all
assumed profile were selected to
"none."
All of profile mismatch handling were
selected to "ask when
opening."
After the images were downloaded to the computer,
the image file was opened, the image editing and printing procedures were as follow:





2.2.2 Unsharp masking filter was applied to the image.
2.2.3 Image rendering was performed by using Profile to Profile conversion
Source profile: digital camera profile
Destination profile: Fuji Pictrography 3000/ Epson SP5000
Rendering Intent: Perceptual
CMM engine: Kodak
There were two different input profiles for both images because each
image had its own profile. For the destination, the Fuji Pictrography 3000
profile was used when Fuji Pictrography 3000 was the destination printer
in the production. The Epson SP5000 printer profile was used when Epson
SP5000 was the destination printer in the production.
2.2.4 The modified images were printed to the Fuji Pictrography 3000
and Epson SP5000. For both images, the first printed was used as the final
reproduction (D). (See the printing procedures for both printer in
appendix E)
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Evaluation for experiment B
The final prints from the the two workflows were considered and judged by twenty
viewers who work in the photography, graphic arts, or color image reproduction related
fields. The reproductions were viewed against their originals under D50 lighting.
Reproduction quality evaluation
Four sets of image reproductions were shown to the observers. Two sets were from Fuji
Pictrography 3000 and the other two were from Epson SP5000. In each set, there were
four reproductions of the same image printed from the same printer. Three reproductions
were from the legacy-based workflow (trial-and-error method): (A) the first-attempt
adjustment, (B) the second-attempt adjustment, and (C) the third-attempt (final) adjust
ment. One reproduction was from the ICC-based workflow (D). The reproductions were
shown to observer three times for comparison to find out which reproduction had the
better matched to the originals. First, it was the comparison between A and D. Then, it
was between B and D. The last comparison was between C and D. By comparing
against the original, the observers were asked to select the reproduction that had higher
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*** Note: In the ICC-based CMS workflow, three steps: device profiling, calibration, and stability
verification, are proceeded before image editing in Adobe PhotoShop.
Chapter Six
Results
There were two parts of results - Experiment A (picture quality) and Experiment B
(reproduction quality).
Experiment A results
The results consist of two analyses: picture quality (pleasing image) and workflow
efficiency.
Picture quality analysis
The final prints, from the Fuji Pictrography printer, of the two workflows were
considered and judged by twenty viewers who work in the field of photography, graphic
art, or color image reproduction related. The images were judged under standard view
ing condition, i.e., under D50 with neutral surround viewing booth. There were four
images: Broccoli, School bus, Fruit, and 7B building. These images were captured with
two digital cameras under different lighting conditions.
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In the image evaluation, the three Fuji Pictrography reproductions of the same image
were presented to the observers. The observers were asked to select the reproductions in









Broccoli School bus Fruit 7B building
Picture Names
H legacy-based initial legacy-based final ? ICC-based CMS
Figure 5. Picture quality comparison from three reproductions (A) the initial repro
duction from legacy-based, (B) the final reproduction from legacy-based, and (C) the
reproduction from ICC-based CMS.
As shown in figure 5, for all four images, the reproductions from the ICC-based CMS
and the final reproduction from legacy-based workflow had better picture quality than
the initial reproductions from legacy-based workflow. For two images, Broccoli and
School bus, the reproductions that were selected as the best picture quality by the
highest number of observers were the final reproductions from legacy-based workflow.
For the other two images, Fruit and 7B building, the reproductions that were selected as
the best picture quality by the highest number of observers were from the ICC-based
CMS workflow. In other words, 50% of reproductions that were selected as the best pic
ture quality were from the ICC-based CMS workflow. The other 50% of reproductions
that were selected as the best picture quality were the final reproduction from
legacy-
based workflow.
In conclusion, the reproductions of both workflows the final reproduction from
legacy-based and the reproduction from ICC-based CMS had better picture quality
than the initial reproduction from legacy-based. Under the conditions of this testing,
both the ICC-based CMS and the legacy-based workflows had the ability to produce the
good picture quality reproductions that were accepted by the observers.
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Workflow efficiency analysis
In this study, the efficiency of a workflow was estimated from both (1) number of good
reproductions that a workflow can produce in a period of time and (2) amount of
material waste in the production. The productions of the two workflows legacy-based
and ICC-based CMS were timed. After the device ensuring, the workflows started
with four raw files from the two digital cameras. Then, they were adjusted and printed to
the Fuji Pictrography 3000 digital printer. Number of good reproduction was estimated
by deducting time taken to ensure CMS (the none chargeable time of the production)
from the total time (one shift or eight hours). Then, this remaining time were divided by
the time taken to ensure the output quality of each image.
Number of Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
reproduction/shift =
Time taken to ensure output quality
In the legacy-based workflow
The production time usage can be separated into two periods of time usage: (1) time
taken to ensure CMS and (2) time taken to ensure output quality. As shown in table 5,
the time taken to ensure CMS is not required in the legacy-based workflow. Second, for
the time taken to ensure output quality, there were two sections: image editing and print
ing. In image editing application, Adobe PhotoShop, for each image, one minute was
used for preparing the image to the preferred size, resolution, and sharpness (A). Then,
the tonality was adjusted, and the color was corrected by using the image adjust tools
such as level, curve, and color balance. This image adjustment (B) took about two min
utes in this testing. Although, this period of time can be different depending on skill and
experience of the operator, and image characteristic. For the printing time (C), it was
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Table 5. Time usage of the legacy-based and the ICC-based CMS workflows in experimentA
Estimate production time for experiment A
The Legacy-based workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
The ICC-based CMS workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS
1. Device Profiling (a) 38 mins.
- digital camera profiling 8 mins.
- printer profiling 30 mins.
2. Device calibration & stability verification (b) 6 mins.
Time taken to ensure CMS (a/5+b) 13 mins. 36 sees.
(assuming that device profiles are created once a week)
U. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (A) 1 min.
tonality adjustment /color correction (B) 2 mins.
2. Printing time (C)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 2 mins.
number of iterations (D) 2.5
Average time usagefor image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality
= [A+[(B+C)xD] ]
Fuji Pictrography 3000 (one image) 11 mins.
11. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (c) 1 min.
Profile to Profile conversion (d) 45 sees.
2. Printing time (e)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 2 mins.
Average time usage for image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality = (c+d+e)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 (one image) 3 mins. 45 sees
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counted from the point of time that a file was sent to a printer to the minute that the
printing was finished. Fuji Pictrography 3000 printing time for these test images was
about two minutes for one print out. However, with the trial-and-error method in legacy-
based workflow, normally one or two prints were made before getting the operator's
acceptable reproduction or iterations (D). From the table 5 information, the time taken to
ensure one reproduction quality was eleven minutes. Number of the good picture quality
reproduction that the workflow had ability to produce within eight hours was estimated.
Number of
reproduction/shift
Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(8 hours x 60 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS )
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(480 mins. 0 mins.)
11 mins
= 43.63
Approximately, the legacy-based workflow has ability to produce about forty-four repro
ductions in eight hours (one shift of working time). While the material waste approxi
mated about thirty-two feet of paper and donor from the iterations (2.5 times of iteration
for one image).
In the ICC-based workflow
As shown in table 5, the production time can be separated into two periods of time
usage: (1) time taken to ensure CMS and (2) time taken to ensure output quality. The
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time taken to ensure CMS included devices profiling (a) and device calibration and sta
bility verification (b). In this study, the estimate assumes that all the device profiles are
created once a week and the device calibration and stability verification are performed
once a day. The total time taken to ensure CMS was about thirteen minutes and thirty-
six seconds. The next period of time was used for ensuring the output quality, image
editing and printing. In Adobe PhotoShop, for each image, one minute was used for
preparing the preferred image size, resolution, and sharpness (c). Then, the images were
converted from input color space of digital camera to the printer color space within
forty-five seconds by using Profile to Profile conversion (d). The printing time (e) was
two minutes for one reproduction.
Number of Totai
production time Time taken to ensure CMS
reproduction/shift =
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of (8 hours x g0 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS )
reproduction/shift =
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of (480 mins. 13 mins. 36 sees)
reproduction/shift =
= 124.37
3 mins. 45 sees.
Approximately, the ICC-based CMS workflow has ability to produce about one hundred
and twenty-four reproductions in eight hours (one shift of working time). There was no
material waste because the first print was used as the final reproduction for each image.
The ratio of the number of the final reproduction that the two workflows can produce in
eight hours is about 1:3 (44 to 124).
Comparing the performance of the two workflows, not only the ICC-based workflow
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has the ability to produce about three times the number of good quality reproduction,
but also it uses less material waste than the legacy-based workflow. Therefore, the ICC-
based CMS workflow has higher efficiency than the legacy-based workflow.
Experiment B results
The results consist of two analyses: reproduction quality (the ability to match with its
original) and workflow efficiency.
There were two raw images captured by the Kodak DC290. The original of the first
image was the "Halftone
Process"
painting (one of the painting collection commissioned
by Kimberly and Clark). The original of the second image was a table-top setting of the
colorful "Yarn and
Toys."
The productions of the two workflows legacy-based and
ICC-based CMS were timed. The workflows started with two raw files captured by
Kodak DC290 digital camera. Then, they were edited and adjusted to match with their
originals and printed to the destination printer. (Fuji Pictrography 3000 and Epson
SP5000) Therefore, the reproduction quality analysis consisted of two parts: Fuji
Pictrography reproductions and Epson SP5000 reproductions.
In the legacy-based workflow, there were three reproductions (prints) for each image:
1. The first-adjusted print or the initial adjustment (A): The first adjustment was to size
the image, adjust for suitable sharpness, set the tonality (shadow, midtone, and high
light), and correct color.
2. The second-adjusted print (B): The second-adjustment used the first reproduction as
the reference in order to get the closer matching to the original.
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3. The final-adjusted print (C): The final-adjustment used the second reproduction as the
reference in order to get closer matching to the original.
Reproduction quality analysis
A set of four reproductions, from the same raw image file, printed out from the same
printer included three reproductions from the legacy-based workflow A (the first-
adjusted or initial adjustment), B (the second-adjusted), and C (the final-adjusted)
and one reproduction from the ICC-based CMS workflow, D. In a set of these four
reproductions, there were three pairs comparison.
1. A (the initial-adjusted of legacy-based reproduction) and D (the ICC-based reproduction)
2. B (the second-adjusted of legacy-based reproduction) and D (the ICC-based reproduction)
3. C (the final-adjusted of legacy-based reproduction) and D (the ICC-based reproduction)
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Reproduction Quality Comparison
A VS. D B VS. D
Paired Comparison
CVS. D
I legacy-based reproduction D ICC-based CMS reproduction
Figure 6. Reproduction quality comparison ofA, B, C, and D reproductions of the
Halftone Process image (Fuji Pictrography 3000)
Reproduction Quality Comparison
A VS. D B VS. D
Paired Comparison
legacy-based reproduction D ICC-based CSM reproduction
Figure 7. Reproduction quality comparison ofA, B, C, and D reproductions of the
Yarn and Toys image (Fuji Pictrography 3000)
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Fuji Pictrography reproduction quality:
As shown in figure 6, for the Halftone Process image in all three paired comparisons,
the reproduction of the ICC-based CMS workflow (D) was selected as the higher repro
duction quality of all three reproductions (A, B, and C) of the legacy-based workflow by
most observers. In the first and second pairs comparison, 85 % of observers selected the
ICC-based CMS reproduction; the other 15% selected the legacy-based reproduction.
For the third pair, 95% of observers selected the ICC-based CMS reproduction; only 5%
of observer selected the legacy-based reproduction.
In the second image, "Yarn and
Toys"
in all three paired comparisons, the result was
shown in the figure 7. The reproduction of the ICC-based CMS workflow (D) was
selected as the higher reproduction quality of all three reproductions (A, B, and C) of
the legacy-based workflow by most observers. In the first pair comparison, 85 % of
observers selected the ICC-based CMS reproduction; the other 15% selected the legacy-
based reproduction. In the second pair, 65% of observers selected the ICC-based CMS
reproduction; the other 35% selected the legacy-based reproduction, for the third pair,
55% of observers selected the ICC-based CMS reproduction; the other 45% selected the
legacy-based reproduction.
Therefore, with the ICC-based CMS workflow, the reproductions of both images in the
production that used Fuji Pictrography as the output device had higher reproduction
quality than the reproductions from the legacy-based workflow. In the second image
(Yarn and Toys), the second (B) and third (C) adjustment were able to improve the
reproduction quality from the first adjustment, but they were still not better than the
























A VS. D B VS. D CVS. D
Paired Comparison
legacy-based reproduction a ICC-based CSM reproduction
Figure 8. Reproduction quality comparison ofA, B, C, and D reproductions of the
























A VS. D B VS. D
Paired Comparison
CVS. D
I legacy-based reproduction O ICC-based reproduction
Figure 9. Reproduction quality comparison ofA, B, C, and D reproductions of the
Yarn and Toys image (Epson SP5000)
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Epson SP5000 reproduction quality:
As shown in figure 8, for the "Halftone
Process"
image in all three paired comparisons,
the reproduction of the ICC-based CMS workflow (D) was selected as the higher repro
duction quality of all three reproductions (A, B, and C) of the legacy-based workflow by
most observers. In the first and the second pairs comparison, all observers selected the
ICC-based CMS reproduction. For the third pair, 90% of observers selected the
ICC-
based CMS (D) reproduction; the other 10% selected the legacy-based reproduction.
In the second image, "Yarn and
Toys"
in all three paired comparisons, the result was
shown in the figure 9. The reproduction of the ICC-based CMS workflow (D) was
selected as the higher reproduction quality of all three reproductions (A, B, and C) of
the legacy-based workflow by most observers. In the first pair comparison, 95 % of
observers selected the ICC-based CMS reproduction; the other 5% selected the
legacy-
based reproduction. For the second and third pairs, all observers selected the ICC-based
CMS reproduction.
Therefore, with the ICC-based CMS workflow, the reproductions of both images in the
production that used Epson SP5000 as the output device had higher reproduction quality
than the reproductions from the legacy-based workflow. In the first image (Halftone
Process), the third adjustment were be able to improve the reproduction quality from the
first and the second adjustment, but it was still not better than the reproduction from the
ICC-based CMS workflow. By comparing with the reproductions of the legacy-based
produced under the condition of this study, we can say that the ICC-based CMS work
flow has ability to produce a good quality color reproduction.
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Workflow efficiency analysis
In this experiment B, the efficiency of a workflow was estimated from both (1) number
of good reproductions that a workflow can produce in a period of time and (2) amount
ofmaterial waste in the production. The productions of the two workflows legacy-
based and ICC-based CMS were timed. After the device ensuring, the workflows
started with two raw files from the digital camera, Kodak DC290. Then, in the first pro
duction, they were adjusted and printed to the Fuji Pictrography 3000 digital printer. In
the second production, they were adjusted and printed to the Epson SP5000.
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Table 6. Time usage of the legacy-based and the ICC-based CMS workflows in experiment B
Average production time in the experiment (Fuji Pictrography 3000)
The Legacy-based workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
The ICC-based CMS workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS
1. Device Profiling (a) 38 mins.
- digital camera profiling 8 mins.
- printer profiling 30 mins.
2. Device calibration & stability verification (b) 6 mins.
Time taken to ensure CMS (a/5+b) 13 mins. 36 sees.
(assuming that device profiles are created once a week)
II. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (A) 1 min.
tonality adjustment /color correction (B) 2 mins.
2. Printing time (C)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 2 mins.
number of iterations (D) 3
Average time usage for image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality
= [A+[(B+C)xD]]
Fuji Pictrography 3000 (one image) 13 mins.
II. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (c) 1 min.
Profile to Profile conversion (d) 45 sees.
2. Printing time (e)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 2 mins.
Average time usagefor image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality = (c+d+e)
Fuji Pictrography 3000 (one image) 3 mins. 45 sees
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Table 7. Time usage of the legacy-based and the ICC-based CMS workflows in experiment B
Average production time in the experiment (Epson SP5000)
The Legacy-based workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
Time taken to ensure CMS 0 min.
The ICC-based CMS workflow
I. Time taken to ensure CMS
1. Device Profiling (a) 48 mins.
- digital camera profiling 8 mins.
- printer profiling 40 mins.
2. Device calibration & stability verification (b) 8 mins.
Time taken to ensure CMS (a/5+b) 17mins. 36 sees.
(assuming that device profiles are created once a week)
II. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (A) 1 min.
tonality adjustment /color correction (B) 2 mins.
2. Printing time (C)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Epson SP5000 6 mins.
number of iterations (D) 3
Average time usage for image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality
= [A+[(B+C)xD] ]
Epson SP5000 (one image) 25 mins.
II. Time taken to ensure output quality for one image
1. Image editing
In Adobe PhotoShop
image size, resolution, and sharpness (c) 1 min.
Profile to Profile conversion (d) 45 sees.
2. Printing time (e)
printing time (from a file was sent, till the printing was
finished; it varied according image file size, printer, and
computer)
Epson SP5000 6 mins.
Average time usage for image editing andprinting
Time taken to ensure one output quality = (c+d+e )
Epson SP5000 (one image) 7 mins. 45 sees
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Fuji Pictrography 3000 production:
The legacy-based workflow
The total time taken to ensure CMS was zero minute.
The total time taken to ensure output quality was thirteen minutes.
Number of
reproduction/shift =
Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(8 hours x 60 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS )
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(480 mins. 0 mins.)
13 mins.
= 36.92
Approximately, the legacy-based workflow can produce about thirty-seven reproductions
in eight hours (one shift of working time). While the material waste approximated about
thirty-seven feet of paper and donor from the iteration.
The ICC-based workflow
The total time taken to ensure CMS was thirteen minutes and thirty-six seconds.
The total time taken to ensure output quality was three minutes and forty-five seconds.
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Number of
Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
reproduction/shift =
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of (8 hours x 60 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS )
reproduction/shift =
Time taken to ensure output quality




3 mins. 45 sees.
Approximately, the ICC-based CMS workflow has ability to produce about one hundred
and twenty-four reproductions in eight hours (one shift of working time). There was no
material waste because the first print was used as the final reproduction for each image.
The ratio of the number of the final reproduction that the two workflows can produce in
eight hours is about 1:3 (37 to 124).
Epson SP5000 production:
The legacy-based workflow
The total time taken to ensure CMS was zero minutes.





Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(8 hours x 60 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS)
Time taken to ensure output quality




Approximately, the legacy-based workflow has ability to produce about nineteen repro
ductions in eight hours (one shift of working time). While the material waste approxi
mated about thirty-eight sheet of letter size paper from the iteration.
The ICC-based workflow
The total time taken to ensure device was seventeen minutes and thirty-six seconds.
The total time taken to ensure output quality was seven minutes and forty-five seconds.
Number of
reproduction/shift =
Total production time Time taken to ensure CMS
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(8 hours x 60 mins/hr.) (Time taken to ensure CMS)
Time taken to ensure output quality
Number of
reproduction/shift
(480 mins. 17 mins. 36 sees.)
7 mins 45 sees.
= 59.66
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Approximately, the ICC-based CMS workflow has ability to produce about sixty repro
ductions in eight hours (one shift of working time). There was no material waste
because the first print was used as the final reproduction for each image. The ratio of the
number of the final reproduction that the two workflows can produce in eight hours is
almost 1:3 (19 to 60).
In short, in both productions: Fuji Pictrography 3000 and Epson SP5000, within eight
hours, not only the ICC-based workflow has the ability to produce about three times the
number of good quality reproduction, but also it uses less material waste than the lega
cy-based workflow. Therefore, the ICC-based CMS workflow has higher efficiency than
the legacy-based workflow.
Testing ofHypothesis
The objective of this study was to verify that ICC-based CMS with an RGB workflow
has higher efficiency (better utilized of resource and capacity) than a legacy-based tradi
tional color reproduction workflow. The two RGB workflows in this study were the
ICC-based CMS and the legacy-based workflow. The null hypothesis was that (1) there
is no difference in the picture quality of reproduction produced between the ICC-based
method and the legacy-based method and (2) there is no difference in the reproduction
quality of reproduction produced between the ICC-based method and the legacy-based
method.
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The result summary of experimentA
(Under the conditions of this study)
1. Picture quality
Both workflows the legacy-based and the ICC-based CMS had the ability to
produce the good picture quality reproduction.
2. Workflow efficiency
The ICC-based CMS workflow had higher efficiency than the legacy-based workflow.
The result summary ofexperiment B
(Under the conditions of this study)
1. The reproduction from the ICC-based workflow had better reproduction quality than
the legacy-based reproduction.
2. Workflow efficiency
The ICC-based CMS workflow had higher efficiency than the legacy-based workflow.
From the experiment A results, the null hypothesis (1) was accepted.
From the experiment B results, the null hypothesis (2) was rejected.
However, from both experiments, the results show that the ICC-based CMS with an
RGB workflow has higher efficiency (better utilized of resource and capacity) than a
legacy-based traditional color reproduction workflow.
Further discussion
From the workflow efficiency of both experiments, they showed that the ICC-based
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CMS workflow had high productivity less time usage and less material waste than
the legacy-based workflow when high number of images needed to be reproduced. This
advantage will be even higher when a production has the printers with longer printing
time. However, if the number of images needed to be reproduced is low (one to five), in
most production, the legacy-based workflow will use less time to achieve the good pic
ture and reproduction quality. Because the none chargeable time (device calibration, sta
bility verification, and profiling time) in the ICC-based CMS will not be much absorbed
by low numbers of images.
Beside of the device profiling time, users must ensure the behavior of devices and mate
rial in the productions. The Color management implementation will not be effective if
the device and material are not stabile. Therefore, before creating a device profile for a
digital printer, the device consistency and material stability should be studied and analy
sis. In this study, the digital printer and the media stability were studied and analyzed.
(See appendix F and H)
In the second experiment, the legacy-based workflow had the limitation of three adjust
ments. The results might be different if the skilled operator had no limitation of time and
number of print outs. In addition, if the higher skilled and experienced operator worked
in the production, the results would also be different. However, for the ICC-based CMS
workflow, the time usage will always be the same no matter who an operator was as
long as the they use the correct profiles from the well calibrated and stable devices.
The reproductions will have the same good quality.
In this study, all of the test images are considered normal quality and characteristic raw
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image. However, generally, there are images with some characteristics such as high key,
low key, monochromatic, or with special color. There are some low quality raw image
files such as over or under exposure. There are also images that require some color cor
rection and retouching. Therefore, there will be more work in image editing. Profile to
profile conversion, from digital camera input profile to digital printer output profile, in
the ICC-based CMS workflow in this testing will not be enough to take care all of the
image editing work. A skilled operator will be more effective in the production.
However, the ICC-based CMS implementation can still be used to support an operator to
achieve the good reproduction faster than without using it.
Because with the ICC-based color management implementation, the soft-proofing in
Adobe Photoshop will be able to use more effectively. There will be a higher possibility




The purpose of this study was to verify that ICC-based CMS with an RGB workflow
has higher efficiency (better utilized of resource and capacity) than a legacy-based tradi
tional color reproduction workflow. The two RGB workflows: the ICC-based CMS and
the legacy-based were two methods for the digital photography productions. In the
workflows, two digital cameras were used as the input devices, and two RGB digital
printers were used as the output devices. In the study, both aspects of image quality
picture quality and reproduction quality were included in the testing.
The summary of the results from this study were:
Both legacy-based and ICC-based CMS workflow had ability to produce an
good picture quality reproduction.
The color image reproductions from the ICC-based CMS workflow had better
reproduction quality than the reproductions from the legacy-based workflow.
In eight working hours, the ICC-based CMS workflow had ability to produce
higher number of good quality reproductions than the legacy-based workflow.
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To produce the same number of good image reproduction, the ICC-based CMS
workflow had less material waste than the legacy-based workflow.
In eight working hours, the ICC-based CMS workflow had higher efficiency
than the legacy-based workflow.
Conclusion
The hypotheses which have been tested were:
(1) there is no difference in the picture quality of reproduction produced between the
ICC-based method and the legacy-based method. accepted
(2) there is no difference in the reproduction quality of reproduction produced between
the ICC-based method and the legacy-based method. rejected
This study concluded that ICC-based CMS with an RGB workflow has higher efficiency
(better utilized of resource and capacity) than a legacy-based traditional color reproduc
tion workflow.
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Recommendations for further study
The testing in this study used only images that considered normal characteristic and
good quality raw image. However, sometimes, they are low key, high key, or some cer
tain characteristic. There are some low quality raw images such as over or under expo
sure. In both cases, a normal device profile will not be able to produce a good quality
reproduction. The combination of both skill operator and ICC-based color management
implementation would be the answer for the reproduction of these kind images.
It also would be valuable to know how to implement the ICC-based color management
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Input and Output Devices
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Input devices: Kodak DC290 and AP NC2000e digital cameras
Kodak DC290
Kodak DC290 is the zoom point-and-shoot digital camera. Its CCD type is area array
CCD with RGB filters. The captured image resolution is about 2.1 millions pixel for the
highest image quality setting. It has four image quality settings uncompressed, best,
better, and good. The uncompressed setting produced the highest resolution image with
the TIFF. The other three setting give the JPEG with three different compression ratios.
It has the zoom lens 38mm to 1 15mm, built-in flash with various flash setting. It uses
the Kodak compact flash card as the images storage.
AP NC2000e
This camera is meant to use in photojournalism or newspaper work. It has Kodak's
CCD, area array CCD with RGB filters, for capturing images at 1.3 million pixels per
image. It has Nikon (N90s) camera body, burst rate of 2.5 fps (frame per second), ISO
200-1600. Lens are interchangeable. It uses PCMCIA card as image storage. For down
loading image, software are supported by using PhotoShop Plug-in and Twain Acquire.
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Output device: EPSON Stylus Pro 5000 and Fuji Pictography 3000 digital printers
Epson Stylus Pro 5000
EPSON Stylus Pro 5000 is one of the professional level ink jet printers. The printing
method is Micro Piezo DX3 drop-on demand ink jet technology with 6 color ink system
including cyan, magenta, yellow, light cyan, light magenta, and black. There are three
resolution print settings 1440 x 720, 720 x 720, and 360 x 360 dpi. It use Adobe
PostScript level 3 as the printer language. Number ofmedia types can be used for the
printer such as plain paper, specialty stock, coated paper, water color paper, transparen
cies, and backlight film.
Fuji Pictography 3000
Fuji Pictography use the combination of the silver halide photographic process, the LD
exposure, and thermal development and transfer as its printing process. There are four
steps in this printing process. First, the printer uses laser diode to expose the photosensi
tive donor sheet at levels corresponding to the input image data. Second, it moistens and
heats the donor, and then it transfers the dye image on to the receiving paper with the
heat and pressure. Last, the receiving paper with the transfer dyes is peeled off from the
donor sheet. The resolution of an image can be vary 155, 267, 320, 400 dpi. It has the
closed-loop color calibration system to maintain the consistency of the color over time
or between print jobs. It produces photo quality print. Available media types are
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Figure B2. Macbeth ColorChecker target
Building Profile for DC290 Figure B 1 . A captured image
After capturing and downloading images from
a digital camera.
Launch Adobe Photoshop 5.0.2
Step 1: File > Open
Then, select the Macbeth ColorChecker portion
of the scene with the Rectangular Marquee
tool, then go to Image > Crop.
Step 2: Creating the corner guides
Create four small boxes with the Rectangular
Marquee tool at the corners, select white as the
background color, and delete the selections.
Then, Save as the target image file with Tiff
file format
Launch KodakColorflow ProfileEditor 2.1.4
Figure B3. Create new profile window











Step 1 : File > New
select Input as the profile type, then click O.K Figure B4. Input profile wizard window 1
Step 2: Follow the wizard's prompts and
respond appropriately. Click Next at this step.
_!
:- Input PrftfileWizard
V*kM<Ti* to tt* hput Profit* Vii*. 4
This vtevd twips you bulk) an Input prnfik
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tvikj.i wn Tn-o*t, you m*yW( to llso dlgttfet this >rg*i b*fo-
you trt this vtetrd.
S* th* Ustr's Cub* ford4itnr 1 mrorrotton *KWt prtprkig to
mtii* in Input profit*.
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Step 3: SelectMacbeth ColorChecker 8 bit Figure B5. Input profile wizard window 2
v2.0 from the pull-down menu, and click Next.
Step 4: Click Browse to locate the profile
building target image. (The Macbeth Color
Checker image Tiff file).
After selecting the file, click Next
(The wizard remembers the last selection.)
? InputProfileWizard S
S*krt t*.Mrg*tynir uskiq I. balU thf froflk.
Cota-Qwckjf 8-bH v2 0
Cltek Kir' to centra..
I -' I I I
Figure B6. Browsing target file 1
S*hot th* nan* of (ft* t*rg*t ftk
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Ust Files ofType: [Scan files
tt
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Step 5: Select Normal as the tonal mapping
(manual recommend Reduce contrast mapping)
Leave the Darken shadow feature unchecked,
click Next.
Figure B8. Selecting tonal mapping
Itiput ProfileWl/ard
d***i5
Tornl nuppinfli iwK control ton*I reproduction qutlrtks.
Dvk*n shadows r*du*>mis* in thtu*sv ts
SvlMt th* sittings for your profll* .
ClickNtxt to centra
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Step 6: Click on the three corners of the
Macbeth ColorChecker by using the white
boxes that you created earlier as the guide.
Start from the top left, click Next to continue to
the top right, and to the bottom right corner.
Figure B9. Locating target comer 1
; Input ProfileWizard....
D*t*rmln* vtwr* tin oolor patohvs tr* koit*dh~
m
0nth*Q-6OUrg*t,elk*th* alignment mark n*arA and I.
On theOrrUgKulxth ColcrCh*ok*r , elk* on th* upprr teft
corrwrof th*opp*r toft pitch.




tSmK^mflfr Click Ntxt to eohtmu*.
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Figure BIO. Locating target comer 2
. ;.:.... :..-:,:. . . ..:.. Input ProfileWizard
D*t*rmM wh*r* th* oo|or patotos ar* locjtw
On th* Q-60 targft,Click tr* lllgwiitnt nurk km A and 1.
1 i On th* Gr*1grlKb*th ColorCh*ck*r, click on th*
com*r of th* upc*r teft p*tch.
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Step 7: click Build to create the profile.
Then, Click Finish.
Figure B 1 1 . Building a profile
Th* wlurd now hij ill tht n*c*ssiry informatIon to bulk) m Input
Tootling*my information, click Back.
To build th* profile, click Build.
1 M |
1 1




Congratulations! Th* vizard hasboIII your profik.
Aft*r you txlt from th* kiput ProfB*Wizard, youmayvmt
tosmyourprofite. K Color Mvtstr is taokafed vRhyour
application, you may want tus* ii to *valoat yourw
it from th* vizard, elklt Finish
| Cancl ~)
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Step 8: The ICC Profile window show up to be Figure B13. Naming a profile
filled in with the general detail about the
device.
Next to Description is the file namcicc of your
digital camera, (you should copy it.)
Select the manufacture of camera, add more













Figure B14. Saving a profile
Step 9: File > Save as
Save the ICC profile on your selected folder by
using the same name with description, so paste
the file name.
Place the ICC profile in the ColorSync Profiles
Folder in the System folder.
ess ColorflowSys...| i3J ColorSync Profiles It j
[_ 150-Line (Pantone) L
m\ 150-Line (Pantone) (ncp)
[5] 150-line SWOP (Pantorte) |







Save as: [ Cancel ]
DC290 no-tlash.icc
1 Save I
Save File as Type: | ICC Profile *l
f Help j
Note: You can find more detail about building
digital camera profile in Kodak Colorflow




Monitor Calibration and Profiling
Work environment:
Monitor Display studio 21", Macintosh G3, with the Mac OS 9.0, ColorSync 3.0
Room lighting conditions - There is only one type of light source from the ceiling.
Equipment and software used:
1. Optical 3.0
2. X-rite DTP92 orMC7 USB calibration sensor
Procedures:
A. Preparation
First of all, go to Apple Menu Item > Control Panels > Extension Manager. In the
Extension Manager window, click off all other extensions that can cause the change
ofmonitor characteristic such as adobe gamma, monitor calibrator, colortron exten
sion, default calibrator, and colorblind video startup ppc. If you do some changes, you
will need to restart the computer.Make sure that the monitor is set at the million color
(or 24-bit.) Warm up time, the monitor should be turn on at least one hours (optical read
me file), the calibration sensor should be connect to the computer for at least five min
utes. Figure CI. Extension manager window
ExtensionsManagers
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Restart j [ HevertJ | Duplicate Set,j
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B. Precalibration
With the Apple Studio Display, the calibration feature available in the Monitor and
Sound control panel is used to precalibration monitor before calibration with of optical.
1. In order to get to the Monitor and Sound control window, press the colorsync button
on the bottom left hand side of the monitor or Apple Menu Item > Control Panels >
Monitor and Sound. In this window, Select million colors for the color depth, then
click on the color button the right.


















.. Contrast and Brightness
o * #
In Apple Digitalcolor Technologies window of the Studio Display 21, set the informa
tion as follow, then click at the Preference button
















| Save As- ]
toiete 1
Gamma Curve: | 1-8 l
| Import- |




Monitor UK uUbrtUHon 5/14/00 ( 1
[ Rfcalibrate
. ColorSync Profile _




In Preference window, choose Pro (Prepress) for calibration accuracy, the click O.K. to
get back into the Color Technologies window. To start the pre calibration, Click
Recalibration button. . _. ,, . .





B nine j EveryMonth : % j








? brightness controls on
the front ofthe monitor.
1 Cancel > 11 OT 1
C. Calibration
After finish the precalibration, Launch the Optical .
1. Go to Edit > Preferences select the appropriate information according to sensor and
monitor. Then click O.K.
Calibration Sensor: MC7 USB







Calibration Sensor: Calibration Mode ;
<S) Standard Q Precision 1
__
Expert Controls
[ Color Vision mc7 USB t )
Sensor Port :
| '.K*i ! 5
.Sensor Information
Maximum aE Limit: J3.00 |
Number: none
Version: 257
Recalibration Period: | Never 1*1




Maximum AE limit: 3.00-5.0
Recalibration period: Never
2. In the Optical window select the appropriate setting such as curves, and color temper
ature. Then, click Calibrate. Figure C6. Optical main window
Gamma: 1.8
Color Temperature: 5000K (D50)
(or other prefer setting)
i opticar I
OpdCal
Selected Display: | Display 1 jjjsj
Last Calibration : 3 :27 PM 3/1 4/00




Temperature | 5000 k !;]
0OptiCa Ion || Calibrate j
3. Check on
profiles'
boxes that you want to create.
Figure C7. Selecting profile type
If you would like to create a profile of the display
after the calibration process is complete, check
the appropriate profi|e type(s) and click OK to
continue.
Otherwise, click OK to continue.
G_f ColorSync1" ICC Profile
0 Adobe Monitor Setup Profile
CanoeI
4. Follow the instruction on the calibration window.
Figure C8. Optical monitor profiling procedures
GEO
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6. After the calibration, you will save the monitor ICC profile into the ColorSync folder,
and check in the small box under the file name to indicate the system to use this profile.
The Adobe Monitor Setup can be saved anywhere you want.
Figure C9. Saving profile 1
















Profile As: | Cancel j
optiral-03/15/00_cc
S 1
0 set this as the System Profile
Figure CIO. Saving profile 2
eD ColorflowSys_| & Desktop \ t\
CF Programs L*
3 CF Scratch |
"a CF User |








Monitor Setup File: j Cancel j
Adobe"4
Monitor Setup |j Save j
For more information about your monitor and its profile can be viewed with Optical 3.0





Creating RGB printer profile
Kodak ColorFlow ProfileEditor2.1.4
1. File > New
Figure Dl. Creating new file












2. Select Output for the profile type, then click O.K.
Figure D2. Creating new profile window










3. The measurementWizard window shows up, click Next.
Figure D3. Measurement wizard window 1
4. Fill information about printing process characteristic, then click Next.





Color Spa: | RGB 'i
| Rcti^iiv* -i
ClickKant toe
c Cancel | | auk Ml Nt (|
5. Select Gretag Spectrolino/SpectroScan for the measurement device, then click Next.
Figure D5. Measurement wizard window 3
-
USMeasurementWtzard
S*l*ct th* nwajurmwnt dvW* you ar* Ullno.
MtaJiB-emtfit D*t(c*:M
m. [1
| Gretao Spctrolino/Sp<?o(roScan -1
if your *vk a not Ifcrtad, s*l*ol Ktyboard Entry to
nttr nwajuramant vakni mwft v rth your dtvloa.
Click N* - 1 te esnlinur.
manually
| Cancxl j | Sack j Lj___J
6. SelectMedium for the target size, then click Next.
Figure D6. Measurement wizard window 4
MeasurementWizard
______ ___
The wiiard wlU print a laroot of color patents for you to nwaiuri ,
Aorrattr numbw of ptch*j mill tad* lono*r tomaiurf but may
IB produce a more accural* profile.




Click Next to continue.
[ Cancel ~) j Eurok ] || Next
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7. Check in the Print to Tiff box, then click Print to create a target image tiff file.
Figure D7. Measurement wizard window 5
%Measurementwuard %
ib-tidy prbited the i. 3.1 , t
J L Back I Next
Launch Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2
1. Open the target image Tiff file
2. Go the Chooser to select the printer destination, close the chooser window to come
back to Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2.
3. In Page Setup and Print, make sure to select the suitable settings. (Follow the the
printing procedure document)
After the target is printed out from the printer; the target should be sit for ink to dry for
about atleast two hours (for ink jet printer) or four hours for Fuji Pictrography 3000.
Under ProfileEditor 2.4.1
1. Repeat from step 1 to 6
2. This time you do not need to print the target, therefore click Next.
Figure D8. Measurement wizard window 6
MetKUrenientWlzard
J,- printed tht tirott. click ro-.i 1c
_|
Print T. Tiff I :-r>W,v. ]
| ..Cwcfl...J | Bwk j
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3. Check in front of the save resulting measurement in file, if you want the measure
ment data.










Flk MAC1 Scntch ProfiIb^ SCI0O0 P3 CF M /I J/00
1 n~i 1 l| sj* P
4. Fill the number of the target's columns 17 columns for the RGB medium size tar
get, then click Next.





| Cancel ) | fi.tr.n l II S2
Figure Dl 1. Patch measurement window 2
'5 Patt h Measurement
I Cancel | I O^ j I Nt
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5. Place the target on the SpectroScan the upper right corner of the target (patch A17)
is near the calibration plaque, then click Next.
6. Positioning the target patches Al, A17, and X6 by following the instruction from the
window.
Figure D12. Patch measurement window 3-4
. ... ; PatchMeasurement .. ~.:f ''.?'
Brier* nwajurernenti can be laker, you
:%'- * ?.:.. 4 S g
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| Cancel j || Back || \ Next
7. Then, click Start to begin the measurement. For RGB medium target, the measuring
time is about 25-30 minutes.
Figure D13. Patch measurement window 5
: PatchMeasurement ...














Cancel | f| Back "jj
8.After measuring, Save a file for the data of all the patches.














d CMS EPSON SC300 RIP SERVER
-
1. Newd 1
Save as: | Cancel
epson plain-Ol/17/Ofl fl Save 1
i* -' a
Save File as Type: | PatchMeasurement Files tj
9. Check on the Maximum Accuracy, then Click the Build button to create the profile.
Figure D15. Measurement wizard window 8
L,MeasurementWizard
The waerd no* has all the necessary information.
/ou can build th* output profile u*inq one of two methods.
1
recommend you try the Maicimwii Aceiraeymethod first .
fc'v jkui* the profile, and if you requre smoother transit ion
bulk) the profile again utouj the Smoothermethod .
Select i method and then click Build
I ul |
10. Click Finish.
Figure D16. Measurement wizard window 9
MeasurementWizard . ;.":




save the profile and evaluate it.
P^|
^ T.illV.ir.th. viral. .HAFMdi
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11. Fill the information such as description, manufacture, and model of the printer in the
ICC profile window.
Figure D17. ICC profile information window










Epson Stylus Color ?
01/17/00 18:29:10
01/17/00 18:29:10
Copyright (c) Eastman Kodak Company, 2000, all rights
reserved.
1 Help j
12. File > Save as the printer profile; it should have the name as in the information in




part 1. Epson SP5000




Part 1. Epson SP5000
For both printers, the printing procedure of all images must be the same with the print
setting used in creating the printer profiles.
From Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2 to Epson SP5000
Procedures.
1. Go to Chooser > Laser Writer 8 In the FE Gannett Bldg Zone, Select CMS
EPSON SP5000 SERVER (Make sure there is the printer icon in front of the name).
Close the chooser window.
Figure El. Chooser window








JE Booth Bldg Zone









J CMS EPSON SP5O0O
ECU pnnler
ESP Kooak 8650 (Luke)





2. File > Page setup
2.1 In Page Attributes contains information about printer server, paper size, orientation,
and scale.
Figure E2. Page setup window 1
LaserWritersPage Setup
fcf





2.2 Unchecked all boxes in Postscript options.
Figure E3. Page setup window 2













LI Unlimited Downloadable Fonts
Cancel | [| OK jj
3. File > Print Check details under StylusRIP Server2 are set as follow . . .
3.1 Under AdobePhotoShop 5.0.2, unchecked Postscript Color Management.
Figure E4. Print setting window in Adobe PhotoShop
Printer: CMS EPSON SP5000 ; t Destination: Printer i\
| AdobePhotoshop 5.0.2 ?]
Encoding: | Binary ; j Space: | RGB
) Print S&jecteeJ Area P PostScript ColorManagement
GSD
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3.2 Select Color/Grayscale for Print Color.
Figure E5. Print setting/color matching window
Printer | CMS EPSON SP5000 ;| Destination: | Printer
| ColorMatching a-
Print Color: | Color/Grayscale i~\
Intent-
Auto selection
Printer Profit**: Q Use CohirSyncOutjit Prufile
<|) I Printer's Default
| Save Settings j Cancel j [f Print |
3.3 UnderMachJet, select detail as follow . . .
Media Quality: PQ Ink Paper- 1440dpi, Ink: CMYK, Press Simulation: Off
Paper option: Print Using Cut Sheet Media.
Figure E6. Print setting/printer option window
Destination:
8.7
Printer 1 1Printer: j CMS EPSON SP5000 ] $ j
Media(Quality):| PQ Ink Jet
Paper- 1440dpi *l
Ink: | CMYK ; j j
Press Simulation: (Off ^ |
Paper option: j Print Using Cut Sheet Media ~*1
[ Save Settings j [ Cancel III Print |
After all information are carefully selected, then Print.
Part 2. Fuji Pictrography 3000
Procedures
1. File > Export
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Figure E7. Sending file to print












2. In the Fuji Pictrography print window, selected the image resolution, paper orienta
tion, and paper size. (In this study, there was no adjustment in this window.)
Figure E8. Print setting/Fuji Pictrography 3000 window
PICTROGRAPHY 3000
Paper tlAI nH Resolution: 1 320 dni i Brightness : - \<\ ]m\ ..-..]> \ + 0
orientation: !|_| _Sj| Contrast :
R: -l<l Imi IH* 0
G: -
|4|'
1 ui| JM ? 0
B: - \il |uii )!? 0
Color balance:
R: - H\. Ii.!i IM+ 0
G: - jl| |:|8i|: |>| + 0
B: - \4\. \mi |>| + 0
Hue: -\<t lm_ \p\* 0
Saturation : - | <
|"
|jtii| | ? | + 0
D Centering ? Negative
Paper size: | Half i|
Colormatching : 1 OFF i|
Number
ofprints: Mini |>| 1
[ Startup settings j
[ Load | [ Save j







To study about the consistency of color appearance over some period of times
To find out the time period which offers a minimum change in color appearance before
collecting color data
Procedures
1 . Creating a target
In Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2, seven color patches
-
red, green, blue, paper, cyan, magenta,
yellow, and black
- were created in RGB color mode with ColorMatch RGB setting.
The target was saved in the tiff file format, its resolution was 320 dpi.
Figure Fl. Material stability test target layout
Material Stability Test Target
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2. Printing the target
In Adobe PhotoShop, the target was printed to the Fuji Pictrography 3000 at 320 dpi.
3. Collecting data
With the Gretag Spectrolino (spectrophotometer), the CIELAB values of the paper and
the seven solid colors were measured and saved into an excel spread sheet. These colori
metric data were measured under the condition of CIE illuminant D50 and 2 degree
standard observer. The data was collected seven times no time or zero time, 1 hour, 2
hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 8 hours, and 24 hours after the printing.
4. Calculation
Delta E of seven colors and the paper from measurement over periods of time were cal
culated based on the CIELAB data of the first measurement right after the printing.
110
Data collection
Table Fl. CIELAB, Chroma, and delta E values of the seven colors and paper from seven mea
surement over period of times
Time L a b A E C L a
Xyan
b A E C
no time 37.28 67.46 53.44 86.06 49.88 -50.93 -33.52 60.97
1hr. 36.94 67.48 53.04 0.53 85.83 49.66 -50.59 -33.68 0.44 60.78
2 hrs. 36.55 66.85 52.24 1.53 84.84 49.25 -49.94 -33.78 1.20 60.29
4 hrs. 36.39 66.65 51.94 1.92 84.50 49.21 -49.97 -33.78 1.20 60.32
6 hrs. 36.31 66.63 51.40 2.41 84.15 49.12 -49.84 -33.80 1.36 60.22
8 hrs. 36.37 66.56 51.47 2.35 84.14 49.19 -49.95 -33.82 1.24 60.32





Time a b A E C L a b A E C
no time 40.59 -63.20 43.37 76.65 37.47 77.18 -18.08 79.27
1hr. 40.10 -62.26 42.98 1.13 75.65 37.20 77.19 -18.83 0.80 79.45
2 hrs. 39.78 -61.88 42.72 1.68 75.19 36.67 76.50 -19.41 1.69 78.92
4 hrs. 39.68 -61.69 42.58 1.93 74.96 36.59 76.33 -19.50 1.87 78.78
6 hrs. 39.54 -61.28 41.97 2.60 74.27 36.59 76.33 -19.67 2.01 78.82
8 hrs. 39.57 -61.35 42.29 2.37 74.51 36.58 76.37 -19.71 2.03 78.87
24 hrs. 3SL97
L
-61.52 41J30 2 38 74.38 36.86 76.49 -19.64 1.81 78.97
Yellow
Time a b A E C L a b A E C
no time 7.55 37.28 -55.99 67.27 82.14 7.94 106.97 107.26
1hr. 7.37 37.63 -56.28 0.49 67.70 81.84 8.49 106.57 0.74 106.91
2 hrs. 7.21 37.10 -56.26 0.47 67.39 80.90 8.07 105.27 2.11 105.58
4 hrs. 7.24 37.56 -56.21 0.47 67.60 80.86 8.25 105.20 2.21 105.52
6 hrs. 7.23 37.73 -56.34 0.65 67.81 80.71 8.64 104.50 2.94 104.86
8 hrs. 7.17 37.85 -56.38 0.79 67.91 80.82 8.54 105.00 2.45 105.35
24 hrs. 7.85 36.77 -55.80 0.62 66.83 81.28 8.08 104.80 2.34 105.11
Paper Balck
Time L a b A E C L a b A E C
no time 92.46 0.85 -5.79 5.85 6.03 0.35 0.40 0.53
1hr. 92.44 0.88 -6.04 0.25 6.10 6.02 0.47 0.09 0.33 0.48
2 hrs. 91.18 0.85 -6.79 1.62 L 6.84 5.79 0.47 0.09 0.41 0.48
4 hrs. 91.26 0.84 -6.81 1.57 6.86 5.78 0.55 -0.05 0.55 0.55
6 hrs. 91.29 0.83 -6.85 1.58 6.90 5.80 0.67 -0.40 0.89 0.78
8 hrs. 91.30 0.80 -6.82 1.55 6.87 5.72 0.64 -0.37 0.88 0.74
24 hrs. 91.67 0.80 -6.98 1.43 7.03 6.29 0.54 -0.57 1.02 0.79
Ill
Table F2. Delta E of the seven solid colors and the paper from seven measurements over period
of times
Time(hrs.) MGreen Blue Cyan Yellow Black Paper Average
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.53 1.13 0.49 0.44 0.80 0.74 0.33 0.25 0.64
2 1.53 1.68 0.47 1.20 1.69 2.11 0.41 1.62 1.30
4 1.92 1.93 0.47 1.20 1.87 2.21 0.55 1.57 1.45
6 2.41 2.60 0.65 1.36 2.01 2.94 0.89 1.58 1.84
8 2.35 2.37 0.79 1.24 2.03 2.45 0.88 1.55 1.73
24 3.03 2.38 0.62 1.18 1.81 2.34 1.02 1.43 1.77
Figure F2. Delta E of the seven solid colors, the average of seven colors, and the paper VS time
(hours)
A E VS. Times (hours)
Red Green Blue
* Cyan Magenta Yellow
Black Paper Average of RGBCMYK
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Analysis
From the data in table 1 and 2, there was a large amount of delta E difference found in
the first two hours after printing. From two to four hours period, the difference of the
average delta E value is only 0.15. After four hours,there was some amount of delta E
difference, but it was less than 0.4 in the average of all colors. All the colors were con
stantly decreasing
L*
value and Chroma values over a period of time. It means that the
print will get darker and less saturation over a period of time. In the other word, the
color gamut is getting smaller. From, L*, a*, and
b*
value in table 1, most
L*
values
from all colors and the paper white were moving toward zero over a period of time. The
a*
values were moving toward the right or magenta, and
b*
values were moving toward
the bottom or blue in the CIELAB color space. The directions of these colorimetric data
show that all of the colors will have less yellow and green. But they will getting more
magenta, and red. However, this changing of the colors can be noticeable after the first
two hours period according to the drastic different of their delta E values. The most
noticeable color is yellow, green, magenta, and red. The different of delta E values of
the paper white, blue, cyan, and black are low. Viewers will not be able to notice the
different in the paper white, and the solid colors
- blue, cyan, and black.
In conclusion, the materials both paper and color donor provides a stability of color on a
print after two to four hours time period after the printing. A prints from these material





About the RGB Target, (designed for an RGB printer)








T&C.005 Prepress <1> RGBCMY Ramps Press/Printer:




(with profile to profile convcrtion) Ink Sequence:
<4> Highlight & Shadow Bars





















1. The red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow color ramps
These six color ramps were created in Adobe PhotoShop 5.0.2. The color of each
patches were specified with the RGB color values. The ramp of each color consists of
19 patches. The total numbers of patches of six colors are 114 patches. The RGB data
are vary from 0-255 in the three channels. The color ramps starts from the lightest
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patches on the top to the darkest patches on the bottom. The saturation is increasing
toward the center of each ramp, the solid color patches of the six color.
The RGB values of each patch shows in table Gl.
Table Gl . RGB value of 1 14 color patches
Red Green Blue Cyan Maqenta Yellow
R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B R G B
1 255 230 230 230 255 230 230 230 255 230 255 255 255 230 255 255 255 230
2 255 204 204 204 255 204 204 204 255 204 255 255 255 204 255 255 255 204
3 255 179 179 179 255 179 179 179 255 179 255 255 255 179 255 255 255 179
4 255 153 153 153 255 153 153 153 255 153 255 255 255 153 255 255 255 153
5 255 128 128 128 255 128 128 128 255 128 255 255 255 128 255 255 255 128
6 255 102 102 102 255 102 102 102 255 102 255 255 255 102 255 255 255 102
7 255 77 77 77 255 77 77 77 255 77 255 255 255 77 255 255 255 77
8 255 51 51 51 255 51 51 51 255 51 255 255 255 51 255 255 255 51







10 0 255 0 0 0 255 0 255 255 255 255 0
1 1 230 0 0 0 230 0 0 0 230 0 230 230 230 230 0
12 204 0 0 0 204 0 0 0 204 0 204 204 204 0 204 204 204 0
13 179 0 0 0 179 0 0 0 179 0 179 179 179 0 179 179 179 0
14 153 0 0 0 153 0 0 0 153 0 153 153 153 0 153 153 153 0
15 128 0 0 0 128 0 0 0 128 0 128 128 128 0 128 128 128 0
16 102 0 0 0 102 0 0 0 102 0 102 102 102 0 102 102 102 0
17 77 0 0 0 77 0 0 0 77 0 77 77 77 0 77 77 77 0
18 51 0 0 0 51 0 0 0 51 0 51 51 51 0 51 51 51 0
19 26 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 26 0 26 26 26 0 26 26 26 0




This image is the ISO 300 image. The original file was in CMYK color mode, but it was
converted into RGB color mode in Adobe PhotoShop.
3. Q-60 or IT8.7/2-1999
The Q-60 target was scanned with a Agfa Arcus II at its default setting. The raw scanned
image was convert from scanner's color space to printer color space by using Profile to
Profile function in PhotoShop.
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4. Highlight and Shadow bars
They were created in PhotoShop. Each patches were specified with the same amount of
RGB values.
Table G2 . RGB values of the neutral patches in highlight and shadow
Highlight 253 250 247 245 242 239 236 233 230
R 253 250 247 245 242 239 236 233 230
G 253 250 247 245 242 239 236 233 230
B 253 250 247 245 242 239 236 233 230
Shadow 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 -5 0
R 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
G 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
'B
:
40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
5. Solid Color bars
The bars are the repeating (sequence) of a row of seven solid color patches. There are
the seven solid color patches of red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, and black in a
row. One placed along the X direction at the bottom of the target, and the other is placed
along the Y direction on the right of the target.
Table G3. RGB value of seven solid colors in the color bars
Red Green Blue Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
R | G | B R G B R G B R G B R 1 G J B R G B R G B





Fuji Pictrography 3000 Printer Stability
Objective
To ensure the stability of the printer before implementing color management to the
workflow
Procedures
1. Create an RGB target
Most of the standard color targets are in CMYK color mode. For this RGB workflow
study, an RGB target was generated. It composes of five RGB elements.
1. 114 patches color ramps of red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow.
2. An ISO standard pretty image, "The Three
musicians"
3. A scanned image of Q-60
4. Gray patches of highlight, and shadow series.
5. Color bars of solid red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, and black.





... I > RGBCMY Hamps Press/Pmli
.3.ITB7/J 1999
SoJKtotte:
;-.rf L,ej^ fe*it BBfijunn ink Sequeix
<4> rfighfyrtt S Shaduv. Bjts
<5> Solid coiov Bars
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2. Print out the RGB target one sheet a day for 30 days. Sheet number was in ordered
according to the printing date. All of the target samples were print out with the same roll
material both paper and donor.
3. Collect and analysis data
The data were collect from 1 14 patches of six color ramps. These data were collected at
about four hours after printing for every sample. And Color bars from both Y-direction
and X-direction. CIELAB values of the patches are measured with the Spectrolino with
D50, 2, and save into Excel spread sheet.
4. Delta Es were calculated by using the CIELAB values of the first samples as the ref
erence data for the calculation of the next 29 days.
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Data collection and analysis
Table HI. Average delta E from 1 14 color patches from 30 printed samples














































AE of 114 patches from 30
days'
samples
1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Sheet number
The first data and graph was collected from 1 14 patch color ramps of red, green, blue,
cyan, magenta, and yellow. The average CIELAB values of each patch from 30 printed
samples were used as the reference for A E calculation of each sheet to based on. From
the table, the average A E of 30 printed samples was 1.05. The highest A E is 2.14, and
lowest is zero of the first sheet. Half of the printed sample have A E values above 1.05.
The graph in figure H2 also shows the normal pattern in the period of printing thirty tar
gets. There was no significant sudden change or cyclical.
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Table H2. Average A E of solid RGBCMY from 30 printed samples
sheet no. Green Blue Cyan Magenta Yellow
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.14 0.32 0.14 0.08 0.13 0.27
3 0.55 1.28 0.75 0.55 0.44 0.46
4 0.44 1.39 0.70 0.54 0.78 0.16
5 0.39 0.51 0.25 0.22 0.25 0.20
6 0.55 1.09 0.70 0.57 0.49 0.30
7 0.20 0.31 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.04
8 0.62 1.06 1.08 0.45 0.54 0.47
9 0.15 0.68 0.39 0.24 0.58 0.23
10 0.98 0.29 0.15 0.11 0.44 0.19
11 0.50 0.63 0.43 0.33 0.76 0.39
12 0.24 0.71 0.46 0.37 0.70 0.26
13 0.73 0.86 0.10 0.11 0.79 0.61
14 0.59 1.07 0.40 0.33 1.23 0.92
15 0.31 0.96 0.36 0.29 1.03 0.91
16 0.48 1.46 0.80 0.33 1.70 0.77
17 0.41 1.52 0.83 0.36 1.86 0.83
18 0.43 0.84 0.68 0.40 1.09 0.49
19 0.31 1.01 0.47 0.50 0.67 0.28
20 0.32 1.27 0.63 0.38 1.26 1.12
21 0.31 1.02 0.56 0.31 1.32 0.82
22 0.69 1.27 0.45 0.30 1.50 0.99
23 0.34 0.97 0.51 0.25 1.08 0.82
24 0.39 1.40 0.70 0.46 1.20 0.88
25 0.31 1.43 0.70 0.40 1.05 0.73
26 0.48 1.22 0.55 0.46 0.97 0.27
27 0.28 0.75 0.45 0.29 0.80 0.33
28 0.47 1.09 0.86 0.21 1.63 1.23
29
j
0.44 1.96 0.93 0.60 1.68 0.87
30 0.61 0.92 0.57 0.35 1.22 0.66
Average AE 0.42 0.98 0.52 0.33 0.91 0.55
The average delta E of six solid colors is 0.62
Figure H3. Average delta E from solid RGBCMY from 30 day printed samples
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AE of solid CMYKRGB for 30
days'
sample!
12 3 4 5
-Red
~*~Green~*Blue Cyan Magenta --*--Yellow
From the data in table 2, the average delta E values of solid RGBCMY from 30 printed
samples are 0.42 for red, 0.98 for green, 0.52 for blue, 0.33 for cyan, 0.91 for magenta,
and 0.55 for yellow. In general, delta E of all solid colors are very low, the average delta
E of all the solid colors is 0.62. The highest delta E is green, and the lowest is cyan.
The delta E of seven solid colors is a lot lower than the average delta E of 1 14 patches.
The graph above also shows the normal pattern in the period of printing thirty targets.
There was no significant sudden change or cyclical.
According to the collected data and the graphs, the stability of the Fuji Pictrography
3000 is good. The delta E of the average 1 14 patches is 1.05, and even lower at 0.62
from the average of six solid colors (RGBCMY). These low delta E values of the 30
printed samples ensure that the printer will produce a consistency color of the same col
ors between prints.
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CRF plot from selected five data from 30 sheets.
1. The highest AE = 2.14 (sheet no. 4)
2. The lowest AE = 0.06 (sheet no. 2)
3. The closest to the average AE = 1.08 (sheet no. 16)
4. The second closest above average AE = 1.09 (sheet no. 8)
5. The second closest below average AE =0.99 (sheet no.6)

















The CRF polt support that the device, Fuji Pictrography 3000, had the good stability. As
shown in the graph, more than 90% of the color patches in the average delta E sheet (no.
16)has delta E smaller than two. For the best sheet or lowest delta E, 100% of the color
patches has delta E lower than one. For the worst sheet (sheet no.4), 50% of the coloe







To ensure that the device (printer) is in the same condition as when it was profiled.
It should be in the normal condition as well.
Procedures
1. Print the same RGB target (from appendix G) to the destination printer
2. Collect and analysis data
Measure CIELAB values the 1 14 color patches of the six color ramps on the target
3. The L*C* and a*b* (upper hemisphere) graphs were plotted.
The RGB target was printed to the printer at the time the printer profile was created. As
long as a production used this printer profile in the workflow, the users need to ensure
that the condition of the printer is not different from the time that profile was created.
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Fuji Pictrography 3000
Table II. Red ramp patches measurement data
Red
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 255 230 230 86.33 8.69 336.54
2 255 204 204 80.51 15.44 358.22
3 255 179 179 74.68 22.74 7.82
4 255 153 153 68.64 30.69 13.93
5 255 128 128 63.24 38 17.69
6 255 102 102 57.38 46.21 20.84
7 255 77 77 51.57 54.46 24.01
8 255 51 51 44.86 64.42 27.88
9 255 26 26 38.9 75.52 34.36







12 204 0 0 31.9 68.31 34.96
13 179 0 0 28.78 60.54 34.2
14 153 0 0 25.41 51.65 33.23
15 128 0 0 21.99 43.47 32.2
16 102 0 0 18.78 35.36 31.04
17 77 0 0
'
15.18 25.49 28.84
18 51 0 0 12.17 15.55 27.07
19 26 0 0 9.1 5.35 27.57
Table 12. Green ramp patches measurement data
Green
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 255 230 88 8.23 10.16
2 204 255 204 83.71 17.78 352.25
3 179 255 179 79.05 26.98 345.28
4 153 255 153 74.08 35.94 341.04
5 128 255 128 69.34 43.88 337.84
6 102 255 102 64.25 52.02 334.7
7 77 255 77 58.36 60.2 333.44
8 51 255 51 51.97 68.44 330.52
9 26 255 26 45.04 75.05 326.07
10 0 255 0 41.48 76.14 325.58
11 0 230 0 40.95 74.69 325.74
12 0 204 0 39.76 72.7 325.8
13 0 179 0 37.8 68.86 326.1
14 0 153 0 34.85 63.3 326.65
15 0 128 0 31.33 55.82 327.58
16 0 102 0 26.9 46.87 328.54
17 0 77 0 21.99 36.8 330.05
18 0 51 0 16.19 23.52 332.36
19 0 26 0 10.73 9.93 335.64
Table 13. Blue ramp patches measurement data
Blue
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 230 255 84.14 13.55 275.73
2 204 204 255 75.59 22.1 276.52
3 179 179 255 67.39 29.38 279.21
4 153 153 255 58.88 36.16 281.64
5 128 128 255 50.92 42.13 284.27
6 102 102 255 42.9 48.14 287.44
7 77 77 255 34.13 54.11 289.67
8 51 51 255 23.88 61.17 294.26
9 26 26 255 14.06 66.27 299.38
10 0 0 9.08 66.75 302.34
1 1 0 0 230 9.12 65.18 301.99
12 0 0 204 8.94 63.1 301.58
13 0 0 179 8.79 59.37 300.8
14 0 0 153 8.32 54.04 299.71
15 0 0 128 7.87 46 297.71
16 0 0 102 7.21 36.84 294.85
17 0 0 77 6.69 28.06 291.17
18 0 0 51 6.48 17.38 284.57
19 0 0 26 6.92 5.09 271.21
Table 14. Cyan ramp patches measurement data
Cyan
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 255 255 88.79 10.87 52.31
2 204 255 255 84.96 19.56 41.52
3 179 255 255 81.15 27.42 37.76
4 153 255 255 77.4 34.38 35.77
5 128 255 255 73.86 40.13 34.45
6 102 255 255 70.41 45.26 33.49
7 77 255 255 65.86 51.14 32.48
8 51 255 255 60.67 56.53 31.59
9 26 255 255 54.51 60.41 31
10 0 255 255 50.57 61.43 30.76
11 0 230 230 48.88 59.34 30.37
12 0 204 204 46.31 56.19 30.64
13 0 L
179 179 42.88 52.23 30.98
14 0 153 153 38.6 47.32 30.86
15 0 128 128 33.62 41.81 29.26
16 0 102 102 27.98
35.27 26.52
17 0 77 77 22.03 27.89
24.82
18 0 51 51 15.28 18.29
25.97
19 0 26 26 9.72
7.7 12.08
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Table 15. Magenta ramp patches measurement data
Magenta
CtE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 255 230 255 86.99 13.03 310.74
2 255 204 255 81.65 22.89 319.24
3 255 179 255 76.29 32.28 323.27
4 255 153 255 70.51 41.64 326.04
5 255 128 255 64.93 50.35 328.4
6 255 102 255 59.29 58.57 330.41
7 255 77 255 53.42 66.26 332.31
8 255 51 255 46.57 73.67 334.54
9 255 26 255 39.34 78.35 337.54
10.







12 204 0 204 31 .25 72.35 336.29
13 179 0 179 28.34 67.74 333.88
14 153 0 153 25.1 1 61.68 331.72
15 128 0 128 21 .73 54.17 330.26
16 102 0 102 18.29 44.43 329.8
17 77 0 77 14.3 34.18 327.3
18 51 0 51 10.63 21.96 325.1
19 26 0 26 7.89 6.77 331 .58
Table 16. Yellow ramp patches measurement data
Yellow
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 1 255 230 91.22 2.05 280.9
2 255 255 204 90.6 11.2 276.67
3 255 255 179 89.86 21.47 274.94
4 255 255 153 88.98 32.12 273.39
5 255 255 128 88.03 43.37 272.07
6 255 255 102 87.14 54.06 270.78
7 255 255 77 86.14 65.44 89.57
8 255 255 51 84.7 80.08 88.17
9 255 255 26 82.55 98.54 86.41
10 255 255 0 81.57 104.44 85.72
11 230 230 0 78.2 98.92 87.46
12 204 204 0 72.51 90.6 270.14
13 179 179 0 65.63 80.36 272.41
14 153 153 0 57.51 68.79 274.68
15 128 128 0 49.14 57.21 276.81
16 102 102 0 40.61 45.22 278.02
17 77 77 0 31.36 32.73 281.2
18 51 51 0 21.18 18.98 283.25
19 26 26 0 11.89 6.59 292.34
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Figure 12. a*b* plot (upper hemisphere only) from Fuji Pictrography 3000
a*b*




Table 17. Red ramp patches measurement data
Red
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 255 230 230 87.07 9.08 1.03
2 255 204 204 82.18 17.56 13.3
3 255 179 179 77.25 26.81 22.32
4 255 153 153 72.23 36.94 26.67
5 255 128 128 67.62 46.88 28.72
6 255 102 102 62.77 56.56 29.28
7 255 77 77 57.91 64.97 28.01
8 255 51 51 53.56 72.16 27.24
9 255 26 26 51.08 76.48 28.3







12 204 0 0 46.06 63.66 27.06
13 179 0 0 43.52 52.96 24.7
14 153 0 0 41.34 40.48 22.67
15 128 0 0 39.19 30.22 20.44
16 102 0 0 34.06 17.05 7.41
17 77 0 0 28.82 7.87 311.92
18 51 0 0 21.64 8.17 89.54
19 26 0 0 17.19 3.56 270.05
Table 18. Green ramp patches measurement data
Green
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 255 230 87.14 9.17 16.41
2 204 255 204 82.53 19.09 358.87
3 179 255 179 77.86 29.28 353.81
4 153 255 153 73.45 40.05 346.91
5 128 255 128 68.62 48.95 345.91
6 102 255 102 63.15 56.87 343.78
7 77 255 77 56.59 59.85 344.81
8 51 255 51 49.25 60.74 347.54
9 26 255 26 44.52 59.84 347.02
10 PH Bj&g^ VQ 42.67 58.14 342.61
1 1 0 230 0 42.62 56.83 344.5
12 0 204 0 42.22 54.41 347.81
13 0 179 0 41.74 50.47 350.64
14 0 153 0 41.61 44.92 351.41
15 0 128 0 40.6 38.98 353.74
16 0 102 0 36.03 29.68 3.53
17 0 77 0 30.38 19.01 23.62
18 0 51 0 21.96 9.66 65.82
19 0 26 0 17.23 3.72 84.17
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Table 19. Blue ramp patches measurement data
Blue
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 230 255 83.31 16.21 277.57
2 204 204 255 75.05 24.91 276.75
3 179 179 255 66.96 32.78 277.51
4 153 153 255 59.15 39.88 278.71
5 128 128 255 52.32 45.47 280.85
6 102 102 255 44.12 50.61 283.54
7 77 77 255 34.6 54.22 287.05
8 51 51 255 28.78 54.96 289.8
9 26 26 255 25.64 55.01 291.45
10 0 24.22 53.26 291.91
1 1 0 0 230 24.68 50.77 290.58
12 0 0 204 25.09 47.24 288.95
13 0 0 179 25.86 43.53 286.7
14 0 0 153 27.54 36.16 281.45
15 0 0 128 28.19 30.93 276.84
16 0 0 102 27.78 25.05 271.49
17 0 0 77 26.77
(~~
20.66 87.02
18 0 0 51 24.2 15.71 82.86
19 0 0 26 17.68 4.64 87.49
Table 110. Cyan ramp patches measurement data
Cyan
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 230 255 255 87.77 14.23 62.65
2 204 255 255 83.49 24.27 50.18
3 179 255 255 79.65 32.7 46.18
4 153 255 255 75.41 41.68 44.34
5 128 255 255 71.3 48.9 44.06
6 102 255 255 66.84 55.74 44.72
7 77 255 255 61.24 59.95 48.35
8 51 255 255 54.77 62.71 53.73
9 26 255 255 49.55 63.24 59.18
10 0 255 255 45.6 62.33 63.84
11 0 230 230 45.79 59.76 59.67
12 0 204 204 45.92 56.62 54.48
13 0 179 179 45.44 52.34 50.19
14 0 153 153 44.35 46.15 43.84
15 0 128 128 42.99 39.94 37.12
16 0 102 102 38.6 31.87 35.05
17 0 77 77 32.74 23.23 46.06
18 0 51 51 25.6 16.51 68.97
19 0 26 26 17.67 4.7 84.58
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Table 111. Magenta ramp patches measurement data
Magenta
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 255 230 255 87.71 15.09 317.76
2 255 204 255 82.81 25.16 327.22
3 255 179 255 78.31 34.62 331.87
4 255 153 255 73.31 44.56 335.47
5 255 128 255 68.81 53.04 338.27
6 255 102 255 63.85 61.48 341.42
7 255 77 255 58.61 68.61 345.8
8 255 51 255 53.84 73.75 350.79
9 255 26 255 50.98 75.92 355.31







12 204 0 204 45.94 65.42 353.2
13 179 0 179 43.74 57.39 348.52
14 153 0 153 41 .45 46.35 344.12
15 128 0 128 40.06 36.08 340.49
16 102 0 102 36.32 24.36 330.66
17 77 0 77 30.92 16.26 300.56
18 51 0 51 25.02 14.66 272.46
19 26 0 26 17.67 4.56 88.64
Table 112. Yellow ramp patches measurement data
Yellow
CIE-Lab-L CIE-LCh-C CIE-LCh-hR G B
1 1 255 230 91.24 3.71 85.55
2 255 255 204 90.92 11.95 274.88
3 255 255 179 90.61 21 276.18
4 255 255 153 89.79 31.05 275.82
5 255 255 128 89.24 40.48 274.99
6 255 255 102 88.67 50.44 273.92
7 255 255 77 87.96 61.77 272.68
8 255 255 51 87.11 71.64 271.14
9 255 255 26 86.15 82.48 89.37
10 255 255 0 84.57 90.56 86.79
11 230 230 0 80.75 80.36 88.99
12 204 204 0 77 70.24 271.58
13 179 179 0 71.48 58.09 274.98
14 153 153 0 64.34 44.44 279.98
15 128 128 0 58.23 33.18 285.63
16 102 102 0 49.32 20.84 298.73
17 77 77 0 38.14 9.69 339.64
18 51 51 0 23.77 9.84 69.2
19 26 26 0 17.71 3.64 85.63
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Figure 14. a*b* upper (hemisphere only) plot
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a*b*
(plot upper hemisphere only)









Figure J2. School Bus
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Figure J3. Fruit





Two test images in experiment B
Figure J5. Halftone Process
Figure J6. Yarn and Toys
